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The S = 1/2 square-lattice J-Q model hosts a deconfined quantum phase transition between antiferromag-
netic and dimerized (valence-bond solid) ground states. We introduce two deformations of this model—a term
projecting staggered local singlets as well as a modulation of the J terms forming alternating “staircases” of
strong and weak couplings. The first deformation preserves all symmetries of the square lattice. Using quantum
Monte Carlo simulations, we show that it nevertheless introduces a second relevant field, likely by producing
topological defects that prevent deconfinement. The second deformation leads to a helical valence-bond phase.
Thus, we identify the deconfined quantum critical point as multi-critical Lifshitz point—the end-point of the he-
lical phase and also the end-point of a first-order transition. We further argue that the helical–antiferromagnetic
transitions form a line of generic deconfined quantum-critical points.
The deconfined quantum critical point (DQCP) is a paradig-
matic “beyond Landau” quantum phase transition in two-
dimensions [1]. Building on field theories for quantum mag-
nets [2–6] and stimulated by intriguing numerical simulations
[7, 8], the DQCP proposal posits that the transition between
an antiferromagnetic (AFM) ground state and a valence-bond
solid (VBS, where singlets condense on groups of two or more
spins) is continuous and described by spinons coupled to a
U(1) gauge field without topological defects. With the sym-
metry of the spinons extended from SU(2) to SU(N ), the pro-
posed CPN−1 field theory can be solved for N →∞. In vio-
lation of the Landau rules, which prescribe a first-order tran-
sition, the critical exponents including 1/N corrections agree
remarkably well [9] with simulations [10, 11] of lattice mod-
els with AFM-VBS transitions for moderately large N .
A contentious aspect of the DQCP scenario is the sugges-
tion that the continuous transition persists down to N = 2.
This conjecture [1, 12] found early support in quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) simulations of the J-Q model, in which the
S = 1/2 Heisenberg model with exchange J on the square
lattice is supplemented by a four-spin [13] or six-spin [14]
terms Q, illustrated in Figs. 1(a,b), that induce correlated sin-
glets and lead to VBS order for large Q/J . Many QMC stud-
ies of these and other variants of the J-Q model [15–26],
as well as related 3D classical loop models [27, 28], have
characterized the signatures of the DQCP, including an emer-
gent U(1) symmetry of the VBS fluctuations [13, 16, 19, 27].
However, anomalous scaling behaviors have been interpreted
by some as precursors to a first-order transition [16, 21, 29].
Attempts to explain the observations as a weakly first-order
“walking” transition invoke a non-unitary conformal field the-
ory (CFT) with a DQCP slightly outside the accessible model
space, e.g., in dimensionality different from two [30–35]. In
this scenario, the transition reflects the properties of the in-
accessible fixed point but eventually, for large lattices, flows
away from it. No concrete predictions have been put forward,
however, and concurrently further QMC studies have provided
compelling evidence of a continuous transition [36].
A puzzling issue is that the correlation-length exponent
ν ≈ 0.45 [24, 28, 36] violates a bound ν > 0.51 from the
CFT bootstrap [37]. We here identify a loophole in the boot-
strap approach and also discover a previously unknown helical
valence-bond (HVB) phase. We consider two deformations of
the J-Qmodel and demonstrate that they are renormalization-
group (RG) relevant at the DQCP. First, we study a four-spin
term Z of staggered bond operators; Fig. 1(c). We recently
speculated that such interactions, which compete aganst the
columnar VBS, may suppress the emergent U(1) symmetry
associated with the DQCP [38] and lead to a first-order tran-
sition [26]. Using QMC simulations, we here show that the
Z interaction indeed is relevant and invalidates the bootstrap
bound, which is conditional on a single symmetry-preserving
relevant field. The second deformation is a modulation of J
in a staircase pattern, Fig. 1(d), which is also relevant and
evolves the DQCP into a HVB phase.
Model.—We consider the J-Q2 and J-Q3 models with ex-
change Jb on links b connecting nearest-neighbor sites ib, jb.
Using singlet projectors Pb = Pij = 1/4− Sj · Sj , we write
the Hamiltonian on periodic lattices with N = L2 spins as
H = −
2N∑
b=1
JbPb −Q
2N∑
p=1
∏
{bp}
Pbp , (1)
where the products have either two or three singlet projectors
in the sets {bp}, arranged as in Figs. 1(a,b).
Defining g = J/(J +Q), the J-Q2 and J-Q3 models with
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1. The multi-spin columnar Q interactions are products of
two (Q2) in (a) or three (Q3) in (b) singlet projectors. (c) The Z
perturbation consists of all four-spin interactions (Si · Sj)(Sk · Sl)
with the site pairs ij and kl forming two staggered bonds, as shown
as well as the pi/2 rotated cases. (d) Staircase exchange pattern W ,
with thick blue and thin black links representing J(1± h)Si · Sj .
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2uniform Jb = J have AFM–VBS transitions at gc ≈ 0.0432
[36] and gc ≈ 0.400 [14], respectively. The DQCP has been
better characterized in the J-Q2 model [24, 36], and we use
it to study the relevance of the infinitesimal staggered bond
interactions, Fig. 1(c), and staircase J modulation, Fig. 1(d).
The J-Q3 model is a more robust VBS for large g [19] and
we use it to study finite staircase modulation. By universality,
our results should apply also to other DQCP systems.
Scaling dimensions.—To characterize the Z and W defor-
mations, we compute corresponding correlation function in
the critical J-Q2 model. With Hc = H(g = gc) in Eq. (1),
we write the perturbed Hamiltonian as
H = Hc + δV, V =
∑
a
V (ra), (2)
where V (ra) is a subset of terms of V in a suitable lattice cell.
Following standard quantum-criticality and RG notation, the
correlation functionCV (r) = 〈V (r)V (0)〉−〈V (0)〉2 at δ = 0
should decay asCV (r) ∝ r−2∆V , where ∆V is the scaling di-
mension of V . We have used a projector QMC method in the
valance-bond basis [39] to calculate CV (r), using operator
cells that will be described below for the two different pertur-
bations. Technical details and additional results are presented
in the Supplemental Material [40].
Results for the staggered bonds, V = Z, are shown in
Fig. 2(a). Here a sum of eight local terms with the differ-
ent arrangements of the bond operators defines the symmetric
operator Z(r). The observed power-law decay corresponds
to the scaling dimension ∆Z ≈ 1.39(2), considerably larger
than the dimension ∆0 ≈ 0.800(1) of the previously known
primary symmetric scalar operator O0 [36]. All correlations
are positive and clearly represent the spatially uniform per-
turbation in Eq. (2). While we can not rigorously prove that
Z contains a second primary operator O′0, its scaling dimen-
sion matches neither the dimensions ∆0 +n (n = 1, 2, . . .) of
the decendants of O0 nor those of the order parameter opera-
tors OVBS and OAFM, both of which have dimension ≈ 0.63
[19, 28] (see also the Supplemental Material [40]). Thus, we
conjecture that a second symmetric primary operator exists.
In the Supplemental Material [40] we provide further results
supporting this conclusion and show examples of other bond-
products that exhibit the conventional scaling dimension ∆0.
It is surprising that an short-range interaction with the same
symmetries as the unperturbed Hamiltonian can introduce a
primary operator not already present in the J-Q model. The
most likely scenario is that Z generates topological defects
(monopoles). The normal Q terms in Figs. 1(a,b) are con-
ducive to the emergent U(1) symmetry that is required within
the DQCP scenario and which can be traced to the irrelevance
of the quadrupled monopoles associated with the microscop-
ically Z4 symmetric VBS order parameter. However, stag-
gered singlets induced by the Z interaction can counteract
the emergent symmetry, as we recently showed with similar
terms that, when strong enough, render the AFM–VBS tran-
sition clearly first-order [26]. Our present results suggest that
already an infinitesimal Z causes a first-order transition.
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Figure 2. Correlation functions of the perturbing operators, with the
operator cells illustrated as insets. Results are shown at r ∝ L/2
for different L and for r  L/2 for fixed L. (a) Staggered product
operators [Fig. 1(c)]. The operator Z(r) is a sum of eight terms
as indicated with different colors in the inset. The blue and red
curves are fits to the r = (x, 0) data for L/2 ≥ 8 of the form
aL−2∆
′
0(1 + cL−ω) giving ∆′0 = 1.39(2) and ω ≈ 2.0. (b) Stair-
case J modulation [Fig. 1(d)]. The operator W (r) is defined on a
5 × 5 site cell with sums of +Si · Sj and −Si · Sj on the blue and
orange links, respectively. The dashed edge links indicate prefac-
tors 1/2 needed for the cell summation in Eq. (2). The correlations
being negative, absolute values are shown. The red line is a fit of
the form aL−2∆W to the r = (x,−x) data for L/2 ≥ 8, giving
∆W = 1.90(2).
Next, we consider the staircase J modulation, V = W .
Even though this deformation breaks lattice symmetries, the
four-fold degenerate columnar VBS state of the J-Q model
retains its Z4 symmetry (even thoughH does not), with clock-
like angular fluctuations between neighboring states charac-
terized by a complex order parameter D = |D|eiφ (as we ex-
plain and demonstrate further in Supplemental Material [40]).
The unit cell is doubled when h > 0 in Fig. 1(d), but there is
no symmetry implying destruction of the DQCP due to Berry
phase cancelations, unlike systems such as the bilayer SU(N )
model [41]. The W perturbation being irrelevant in the VBS
and AFM phases, it could a priori also be RG irrelevant at the
DQCP, even though it breaks lattice symmetries; in the Sup-
plemental Material [40] we show an example of an irrelevant
perturbation breaking the pi/2 lattice rotation symmetry.
Figure 2(b) shows that CW defined with a 5 × 5-site cell
operator gives ∆W = 1.90(2), i.e., the staircase perturbation
is relevant. Thus, the DQCP is unstable, but from the scaling
dimension alone we do not know what fixed point the system
flows to for a finite W perturbation. We will next show that a
3Figure 3. Spatial dependence of the local VBS order parameter from
short SSE runs of L = 64 systems at h = 1 and g = 0.25 (a) and
g = 0.31 (b). The bar shows the mapping of the angle extracted from
bond-centered combinations of Tx(r) and Ty(r) defined in Eq. (3).
The brightness indicates the local bond correlation |〈Szi Szj 〉| by a
non-linear map (see Supplemental Material [40]).
new phase opens between the VBS and AFM phases.
HVB phase.—To characterize bond order beyond regular
patterns with small unit cells, we here first define a local order
parameter coarse-grained on a cell of 3× 3 spins,
Tx(r) = (−1)rx
(
SzrS
z
r+xˆ + S
z
r+yˆS
z
r+xˆ+yˆ + S
z
r−yˆS
z
r+xˆ−yˆ
− SzrSzr−xˆ − Szr+yˆSzr−xˆ+yˆ − Szr−yˆSzr−xˆ−yˆ)/6, (3)
and Ty(r) = Tx(r)(xˆ ↔ yˆ). We will demonstrate that the
J-Q3 model with finite staircase modulation h > 0 hosts a
phase with helical order parameter
m (k (wx, wy)) =
∑
r
[Txˆ(r) + iTyˆ(r)]e
ir·k(wx,wy), (4)
where (wx, wy) are positive integer winding numbers and
k(wx, wy) = 2pi(wx,−wy)/L. Here the minus sign on wy
applies to the choice of J pattern in Fig. 1(d), where the stairs
are directed along the (1,−1) diagonal. The conventional
columnar VBS order parameter has (wx, wy) = (0, 0).
We used the SSE QMC method [42] at inverse temperature
β = L to study systems with 1/4 ≤ h ≤ 1. We first visual-
ize the HVB order in Fig. 3, where a bond-centered local an-
gle was extracted from Tx and Ty in short simulations, during
which symmetries can be broken. We observe what appears to
be long-range order along the diagonal (1, 1) direction and a
modulation in the (1,−1) direction, corresponding to winding
numbers (wx, wy) = (1, 1) in Fig. 3(a) and (2, 2) in Fig. 3(b).
We find similar behaviors also at smaller h values, and below
we will present quantitative results showing how the winding
increases versus g at fixed h. We will also demonstrate tran-
sitions of the HVB phase into a conventional VBS phase at
g1(h) and an AFM phase at g2(h) > g1(h).
The following results were obtained by long SSE runs with
bona fide quantum mechanical expectation values averaged
over the lattice. We define a correlation function CT (r) =
〈Tx(r)Tx(0)〉 and also study the conventional spin correla-
tion function CS(r) = 〈Sz(r)Sz(0)〉. Examples of both are
shown in Fig. 4. As expected from Fig. 3, CT in the HVB
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Figure 4. Bond CT (r) and spin CS(r) correlations at h = 1 in
the diagonal directions of L = 128 systems with g = 0.25, where
wx = wy = 3. Negative CT (x,−x) values have been multiplied by
−1 and are shown with open circles.
phase is modulated in the (x,−x) direction, while the corre-
lations along (x, x) are always positive and flatten out when
x → L/2. In contrast, the spin correlations decay monotoni-
cally, faster than a power law in both directions.
Next we consider the squared magnitude of the order pa-
rameter, Eq. (4), for different winding numbers. Fig. 5 shows
a scan over g for L = 96. The conventional (wx, wy) = (0, 0)
VBS order successively gives way to HVB order with higher
winding, until AFM order sets in. The finite-size rounded de-
cay of both the HVB and AFM order parameters at the transi-
tion lends support to a continuous transition. In contrast, the
transitions between different winding numbers are strongly
first-order and associated with avoided level crossings. In the
transition regions where all the displayed m2(wx, wy) values
are close to zero, the system fluctuates between winding sec-
tors with wx 6= wy , which can be seen explicitly in Fig. 5
when g ∼ 0.08-0.09, where we observe degenerate (0, 1) and
(1, 0) windings adjacent to the conventional (0, 0) VBS phase.
As we discuss further in the Supplemental Material [40], fluc-
tuations between different winding sectors are mediated by
the creation and annihilation of spinon pairs. In the thermo-
dynamic limit, we expect the wx = wy states to completely
dominate the HVB phase.
Phase Diagram.—Fig. 6 shows the phase diagram based on
transition points extracted from L = 96 data such as those in
Fig. 5. Results for smaller sizes indicate only minor remaining
finite-size effects (see Supplemental Material [40]).
When the HVB phase is entered upon increasing g, the
dominant wave-vector k∗ becomes non-zero. Based on the
accessible, relatively small lattices, it is difficult to determine
exactly how k∗ first becomes finite when L → ∞. As we
increase g, k∗ may grow in a step function manner, as known
in “devil’s staircase” phase diagrams, or continuously, as in
“floating” phases [43, 44]. In either case, the HVB phase ap-
pears to end when k∗ reaches a maximum kmax(g).
The width of the HVB phase narrows with decreasing h,
likely closing at h = 0. The DQCP is then a kind of Lifshitz
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Figure 5. Helical order parameters in several (wx, wy) sectors vs g
for an L = 96 system at h = 1. We have defined m2(1, 0)∗ =
m2(1, 0) + m2(0, 1), reflecting two degenerate sectors between
which the system fluctuates for g ∼ 0.08-0.09. The staggered AFM
order parameter m2z is also shown.
point, where the modulated HVB phase meets the VBS and
AFM phases. In contrast to the classical Lifshitz point [45],
all three phases are ordered, however. The HVB–AFM tran-
sitions replace the classical modulated–disordered transitions
and may form a line of DQCPs, as we show in the Supplemen-
tal Material [40] by examining critical correlation functions
and also finding signatures of emergent U(1) symmetry in the
HVB phase. If kmax does not go to 0 as h → 0, the HVB
phase at all hmust contain infinitely many winding sectors. In
this scenario, the conventional DQCP approached for h → 0
has infinite winding degeneracy, as was also argued before
based on studies of different winding sectors in the standard
J-Q model [46].
Discussion.—The CFT bootstrap bound ν > 0.51 [37] for
the DQCP has been regarded as conflicting with the QMC
value ν ≈ 0.45 [24, 28, 36] and supporting the non-unitary
CFT scenario [30–35]. However, the bootstrap argument can
also be interpreted in a different way [37] if the significance
of the QMC result is properly recognized: if ν < 0.51 there
must be a second relevant field. We have here identified
this field as one induced by the staggered bond operators ill-
sutrated in Fig. 1(c), and conjecture that it destabilizes the
DQCP by topological defects. We expect this effect also with
other correlated-singlet projectors that are incompatible with
columnar or plaquette VBS states.
We have further demonstrated that the staircase perturba-
tion in Fig. 1(d) is also relevant and leads to the opening of
a magnetically disordered modulated HVB phase between the
conventional VBS and AFM phases. The HVB–AFM tran-
sition appears to be continuous and may be described by a
generic DQCP. At the VBS–HVB transition we always ob-
serve the smallest possible non-zero winding number, which,
if persisting for increasing system size, would imply a diver-
gent HVB wavelength at this transition.
Our results extend the known [1] DQCP scenario, suggest-
ing a multi-critical point at which the relevance of topological
defects can be turned on by a second relevant symmetric field,
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⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="Ek1IgwjVdPdok8VS5my7GbVGmb4=">AAACZnichVFNLwNBGH66vqqoIkLi0mgqTs27IiFOwsURVSSI7K5pTexXdrd NaPwBiasenEhExM9w8Qcc/APiSOLi4N3tJkKDdzIzzzzzPu88M6O7pvQDoseE0tbe0dmV7E719Pal+zMDg+u+U/UMUTIc0/E2dc0XprRFKZCBKTZdT2iWbooN/WAx3N+oCc+Xjr0WHLpix9IqtixLQwuYKm67cjeTowJFkW0FagxyiGPZyVxjG3twYKAKCwI2AsYmNPjctqCC4DK3gzpzHiMZ7QscI 8XaKmcJztCYPeCxwqutmLV5Hdb0I7XBp5jcPVZmkacHuqFXuqdbeqaPX2vVoxqhl0Oe9aZWuLv9J6PF939VFs8B9r9Uf3oOUMZs5FWydzdiwlsYTX3tqPFanFvN1yfokl7Y/wU90h3fwK69GVcrYvUcKf4A9edzt4L1qYJKBXVlOje/EH9FEmMYxyS/9wzmsYRllPjcCk5xhkbiSUkrw8pIM1VJxJo hfAsl+wm8VIrJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ek1IgwjVdPdok8VS5my7GbVGmb4=">AAACZnichVFNLwNBGH66vqqoIkLi0mgqTs27IiFOwsURVSSI7K5pTexXdrd NaPwBiasenEhExM9w8Qcc/APiSOLi4N3tJkKDdzIzzzzzPu88M6O7pvQDoseE0tbe0dmV7E719Pal+zMDg+u+U/UMUTIc0/E2dc0XprRFKZCBKTZdT2iWbooN/WAx3N+oCc+Xjr0WHLpix9IqtixLQwuYKm67cjeTowJFkW0FagxyiGPZyVxjG3twYKAKCwI2AsYmNPjctqCC4DK3gzpzHiMZ7QscI 8XaKmcJztCYPeCxwqutmLV5Hdb0I7XBp5jcPVZmkacHuqFXuqdbeqaPX2vVoxqhl0Oe9aZWuLv9J6PF939VFs8B9r9Uf3oOUMZs5FWydzdiwlsYTX3tqPFanFvN1yfokl7Y/wU90h3fwK69GVcrYvUcKf4A9edzt4L1qYJKBXVlOje/EH9FEmMYxyS/9wzmsYRllPjcCk5xhkbiSUkrw8pIM1VJxJo hfAsl+wm8VIrJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ek1IgwjVdPdok8VS5my7GbVGmb4=">AAACZnichVFNLwNBGH66vqqoIkLi0mgqTs27IiFOwsURVSSI7K5pTexXdrd NaPwBiasenEhExM9w8Qcc/APiSOLi4N3tJkKDdzIzzzzzPu88M6O7pvQDoseE0tbe0dmV7E719Pal+zMDg+u+U/UMUTIc0/E2dc0XprRFKZCBKTZdT2iWbooN/WAx3N+oCc+Xjr0WHLpix9IqtixLQwuYKm67cjeTowJFkW0FagxyiGPZyVxjG3twYKAKCwI2AsYmNPjctqCC4DK3gzpzHiMZ7QscI 8XaKmcJztCYPeCxwqutmLV5Hdb0I7XBp5jcPVZmkacHuqFXuqdbeqaPX2vVoxqhl0Oe9aZWuLv9J6PF939VFs8B9r9Uf3oOUMZs5FWydzdiwlsYTX3tqPFanFvN1yfokl7Y/wU90h3fwK69GVcrYvUcKf4A9edzt4L1qYJKBXVlOje/EH9FEmMYxyS/9wzmsYRllPjcCk5xhkbiSUkrw8pIM1VJxJo hfAsl+wm8VIrJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ek1IgwjVdPdok8VS5my7GbVGmb4=">AAACZnichVFNLwNBGH66vqqoIkLi0mgqTs27IiFOwsURVSSI7K5pTexXdrd NaPwBiasenEhExM9w8Qcc/APiSOLi4N3tJkKDdzIzzzzzPu88M6O7pvQDoseE0tbe0dmV7E719Pal+zMDg+u+U/UMUTIc0/E2dc0XprRFKZCBKTZdT2iWbooN/WAx3N+oCc+Xjr0WHLpix9IqtixLQwuYKm67cjeTowJFkW0FagxyiGPZyVxjG3twYKAKCwI2AsYmNPjctqCC4DK3gzpzHiMZ7QscI 8XaKmcJztCYPeCxwqutmLV5Hdb0I7XBp5jcPVZmkacHuqFXuqdbeqaPX2vVoxqhl0Oe9aZWuLv9J6PF939VFs8B9r9Uf3oOUMZs5FWydzdiwlsYTX3tqPFanFvN1yfokl7Y/wU90h3fwK69GVcrYvUcKf4A9edzt4L1qYJKBXVlOje/EH9FEmMYxyS/9wzmsYRllPjcCk5xhkbiSUkrw8pIM1VJxJo hfAsl+wm8VIrJ</latexit>
3⇡/2
<latexit sha1_base64="LzSialR6hmm2XBlekfYb2W4BAqg=">AAACaXichVFNLwNBGH66vuujLZeGi2iIU71bEuLUcHGk1ZIgsrumNbrd3exum9D4A05ughOJiPgZL v6Ag58gjiQuDt5uNxEE72Rmnnnmfd55ZkZ3TOn5RI8Rpa29o7Oruyfa29c/EIsnBoueXXMNUTBs03bXdc0TprREwZe+KdYdV2hV3RRremWxub9WF64nbWvV33fEVlUrW7IkDc1nqji96cipzHY8RWkKYvQnUEOQQhjLdvwam9iBDQM1VCFgwWdsQoPHbQMqCA5zW2gw5zKSwb7AIaKsrXGW4AyN2QqPZV5thKzF62ZNL1AbfIrJ3WXlKMbpgW7oh e7plp7o/ddajaBG08s+z3pLK5zt2FEy//avqsqzj91P1Z+efZQwF3iV7N0JmOYtjJa+fnDykp/PjTcm6JKe2f8FPdId38CqvxpXKyJ3jih/gPr9uX+CYiatUlpdmUllF8Kv6MYIxjDJ7z2LLJawjAKfu4djnOIs8qwklKQy3EpVIqFmCF9CSX0AWDyLew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LzSialR6hmm2XBlekfYb2W4BAqg=">AAACaXichVFNLwNBGH66vuujLZeGi2iIU71bEuLUcHGk1ZIgsrumNbrd3exum9D4A05ughOJiPgZL v6Ag58gjiQuDt5uNxEE72Rmnnnmfd55ZkZ3TOn5RI8Rpa29o7Oruyfa29c/EIsnBoueXXMNUTBs03bXdc0TprREwZe+KdYdV2hV3RRremWxub9WF64nbWvV33fEVlUrW7IkDc1nqji96cipzHY8RWkKYvQnUEOQQhjLdvwam9iBDQM1VCFgwWdsQoPHbQMqCA5zW2gw5zKSwb7AIaKsrXGW4AyN2QqPZV5thKzF62ZNL1AbfIrJ3WXlKMbpgW7oh e7plp7o/ddajaBG08s+z3pLK5zt2FEy//avqsqzj91P1Z+efZQwF3iV7N0JmOYtjJa+fnDykp/PjTcm6JKe2f8FPdId38CqvxpXKyJ3jih/gPr9uX+CYiatUlpdmUllF8Kv6MYIxjDJ7z2LLJawjAKfu4djnOIs8qwklKQy3EpVIqFmCF9CSX0AWDyLew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LzSialR6hmm2XBlekfYb2W4BAqg=">AAACaXichVFNLwNBGH66vuujLZeGi2iIU71bEuLUcHGk1ZIgsrumNbrd3exum9D4A05ughOJiPgZL v6Ag58gjiQuDt5uNxEE72Rmnnnmfd55ZkZ3TOn5RI8Rpa29o7Oruyfa29c/EIsnBoueXXMNUTBs03bXdc0TprREwZe+KdYdV2hV3RRremWxub9WF64nbWvV33fEVlUrW7IkDc1nqji96cipzHY8RWkKYvQnUEOQQhjLdvwam9iBDQM1VCFgwWdsQoPHbQMqCA5zW2gw5zKSwb7AIaKsrXGW4AyN2QqPZV5thKzF62ZNL1AbfIrJ3WXlKMbpgW7oh e7plp7o/ddajaBG08s+z3pLK5zt2FEy//avqsqzj91P1Z+efZQwF3iV7N0JmOYtjJa+fnDykp/PjTcm6JKe2f8FPdId38CqvxpXKyJ3jih/gPr9uX+CYiatUlpdmUllF8Kv6MYIxjDJ7z2LLJawjAKfu4djnOIs8qwklKQy3EpVIqFmCF9CSX0AWDyLew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LzSialR6hmm2XBlekfYb2W4BAqg=">AAACaXichVFNLwNBGH66vuujLZeGi2iIU71bEuLUcHGk1ZIgsrumNbrd3exum9D4A05ughOJiPgZL v6Ag58gjiQuDt5uNxEE72Rmnnnmfd55ZkZ3TOn5RI8Rpa29o7Oruyfa29c/EIsnBoueXXMNUTBs03bXdc0TprREwZe+KdYdV2hV3RRremWxub9WF64nbWvV33fEVlUrW7IkDc1nqji96cipzHY8RWkKYvQnUEOQQhjLdvwam9iBDQM1VCFgwWdsQoPHbQMqCA5zW2gw5zKSwb7AIaKsrXGW4AyN2QqPZV5thKzF62ZNL1AbfIrJ3WXlKMbpgW7oh e7plp7o/ddajaBG08s+z3pLK5zt2FEy//avqsqzj91P1Z+efZQwF3iV7N0JmOYtjJa+fnDykp/PjTcm6JKe2f8FPdId38CqvxpXKyJ3jih/gPr9uX+CYiatUlpdmUllF8Kv6MYIxjDJ7z2LLJawjAKfu4djnOIs8qwklKQy3EpVIqFmCF9CSX0AWDyLew==</latexit>
2⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="p9+QMD6utO0CaaMe40VfKzSSWb8=">AAACZ3ichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrQoiuFGL4qrciKC4KrpxWVurhVYkiaMOTZOQpAUt/oALtxVcKYiIn+HGH3Dh J4hLBTcuvEkDokW9w8ycOXPPnTMzumNKzyd6iild3T29ffH+xMDg0HAyNTK65dl11xBFwzZtt6RrnjClJYq+9E1Rclyh1XRTbOvVtWB/uyFcT9rWpn/kiJ2admDJfWlofkAtVBy5m0pThsKY6gRqBNKIImenblDBHmwYqKMGAQs+YxMaPG5lqCA4zO2gyZzLSIb7AidIsLbOWYIzNGarPB7wqhyxFq+Dml6oNvgUk7vLyinM0iPd0is90B0908evtZphjcDLEc96Wy uc3eTpROH9X1WNZx+HX6o/PfvYx3LoVbJ3J2SCWxhtfeO49VpYyc825+iKXtj/JT3RPd/AarwZ1xsif4EEf4D687k7wdZCRqWMurGYzq5GXxHHJGYwz++9hCzWkUORzz3EGVo4jz0rSWVcmWinKrFIM4ZvoUx/AkZdiwU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p9+QMD6utO0CaaMe40VfKzSSWb8=">AAACZ3ichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrQoiuFGL4qrciKC4KrpxWVurhVYkiaMOTZOQpAUt/oALtxVcKYiIn+HGH3Dh J4hLBTcuvEkDokW9w8ycOXPPnTMzumNKzyd6iild3T29ffH+xMDg0HAyNTK65dl11xBFwzZtt6RrnjClJYq+9E1Rclyh1XRTbOvVtWB/uyFcT9rWpn/kiJ2admDJfWlofkAtVBy5m0pThsKY6gRqBNKIImenblDBHmwYqKMGAQs+YxMaPG5lqCA4zO2gyZzLSIb7AidIsLbOWYIzNGarPB7wqhyxFq+Dml6oNvgUk7vLyinM0iPd0is90B0908evtZphjcDLEc96Wy uc3eTpROH9X1WNZx+HX6o/PfvYx3LoVbJ3J2SCWxhtfeO49VpYyc825+iKXtj/JT3RPd/AarwZ1xsif4EEf4D687k7wdZCRqWMurGYzq5GXxHHJGYwz++9hCzWkUORzz3EGVo4jz0rSWVcmWinKrFIM4ZvoUx/AkZdiwU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p9+QMD6utO0CaaMe40VfKzSSWb8=">AAACZ3ichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrQoiuFGL4qrciKC4KrpxWVurhVYkiaMOTZOQpAUt/oALtxVcKYiIn+HGH3Dh J4hLBTcuvEkDokW9w8ycOXPPnTMzumNKzyd6iild3T29ffH+xMDg0HAyNTK65dl11xBFwzZtt6RrnjClJYq+9E1Rclyh1XRTbOvVtWB/uyFcT9rWpn/kiJ2admDJfWlofkAtVBy5m0pThsKY6gRqBNKIImenblDBHmwYqKMGAQs+YxMaPG5lqCA4zO2gyZzLSIb7AidIsLbOWYIzNGarPB7wqhyxFq+Dml6oNvgUk7vLyinM0iPd0is90B0908evtZphjcDLEc96Wy uc3eTpROH9X1WNZx+HX6o/PfvYx3LoVbJ3J2SCWxhtfeO49VpYyc825+iKXtj/JT3RPd/AarwZ1xsif4EEf4D687k7wdZCRqWMurGYzq5GXxHHJGYwz++9hCzWkUORzz3EGVo4jz0rSWVcmWinKrFIM4ZvoUx/AkZdiwU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p9+QMD6utO0CaaMe40VfKzSSWb8=">AAACZ3ichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrQoiuFGL4qrciKC4KrpxWVurhVYkiaMOTZOQpAUt/oALtxVcKYiIn+HGH3Dh J4hLBTcuvEkDokW9w8ycOXPPnTMzumNKzyd6iild3T29ffH+xMDg0HAyNTK65dl11xBFwzZtt6RrnjClJYq+9E1Rclyh1XRTbOvVtWB/uyFcT9rWpn/kiJ2admDJfWlofkAtVBy5m0pThsKY6gRqBNKIImenblDBHmwYqKMGAQs+YxMaPG5lqCA4zO2gyZzLSIb7AidIsLbOWYIzNGarPB7wqhyxFq+Dml6oNvgUk7vLyinM0iPd0is90B0908evtZphjcDLEc96Wy uc3eTpROH9X1WNZx+HX6o/PfvYx3LoVbJ3J2SCWxhtfeO49VpYyc825+iKXtj/JT3RPd/AarwZ1xsif4EEf4D687k7wdZCRqWMurGYzq5GXxHHJGYwz++9hCzWkUORzz3EGVo4jz0rSWVcmWinKrFIM4ZvoUx/AkZdiwU=</latexit>
⇡/4
<latexit sha1_base64="00T7IvTX1pkMdGoM46JWP9eIFQ8=">AAACaHichVFNLwNBGH66vqo+WhwQF9EQp3pXJMRJuDi2KJK2aXbXtCa2u5vdbZNq/AEXR8SJRET8D Bd/wMFPwJHExcHb7SaC4J3MzDPPvM87z8zojik9n+ghorS1d3R2RbtjPb19/fHEwOCmZ1ddQ2QN27TdbV3zhCktkfWlb4ptxxVaRTfFlr630tzfqgnXk7a14dcdUahoZUuWpKH5TGXzjpyZKyaSlKIgxn8CNQRJhJG2E1fIYwc2DFRRgYAFn7EJDR63HFQQHOYKaDDnMpLBvsABYqytcpbgDI3ZPR7LvMqFrMXrZk0vUBt8isndZeU4JumerumF7 uiGHun911qNoEbTS51nvaUVTjF+OLL+9q+qwrOP3U/Vn559lLAQeJXs3QmY5i2Mlr62f/yyvrg22ZiiC3pm/+f0QLd8A6v2alxmxNoZYvwB6vfn/gk2Z1MqpdTMXHJpOfyKKMYwgWl+73ksYRVpZPlciSOc4DTypCSUYWW0lapEQs0QvoQy8QHPxotA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="00T7IvTX1pkMdGoM46JWP9eIFQ8=">AAACaHichVFNLwNBGH66vqo+WhwQF9EQp3pXJMRJuDi2KJK2aXbXtCa2u5vdbZNq/AEXR8SJRET8D Bd/wMFPwJHExcHb7SaC4J3MzDPPvM87z8zojik9n+ghorS1d3R2RbtjPb19/fHEwOCmZ1ddQ2QN27TdbV3zhCktkfWlb4ptxxVaRTfFlr630tzfqgnXk7a14dcdUahoZUuWpKH5TGXzjpyZKyaSlKIgxn8CNQRJhJG2E1fIYwc2DFRRgYAFn7EJDR63HFQQHOYKaDDnMpLBvsABYqytcpbgDI3ZPR7LvMqFrMXrZk0vUBt8isndZeU4JumerumF7 uiGHun911qNoEbTS51nvaUVTjF+OLL+9q+qwrOP3U/Vn559lLAQeJXs3QmY5i2Mlr62f/yyvrg22ZiiC3pm/+f0QLd8A6v2alxmxNoZYvwB6vfn/gk2Z1MqpdTMXHJpOfyKKMYwgWl+73ksYRVpZPlciSOc4DTypCSUYWW0lapEQs0QvoQy8QHPxotA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="00T7IvTX1pkMdGoM46JWP9eIFQ8=">AAACaHichVFNLwNBGH66vqo+WhwQF9EQp3pXJMRJuDi2KJK2aXbXtCa2u5vdbZNq/AEXR8SJRET8D Bd/wMFPwJHExcHb7SaC4J3MzDPPvM87z8zojik9n+ghorS1d3R2RbtjPb19/fHEwOCmZ1ddQ2QN27TdbV3zhCktkfWlb4ptxxVaRTfFlr630tzfqgnXk7a14dcdUahoZUuWpKH5TGXzjpyZKyaSlKIgxn8CNQRJhJG2E1fIYwc2DFRRgYAFn7EJDR63HFQQHOYKaDDnMpLBvsABYqytcpbgDI3ZPR7LvMqFrMXrZk0vUBt8isndZeU4JumerumF7 uiGHun911qNoEbTS51nvaUVTjF+OLL+9q+qwrOP3U/Vn559lLAQeJXs3QmY5i2Mlr62f/yyvrg22ZiiC3pm/+f0QLd8A6v2alxmxNoZYvwB6vfn/gk2Z1MqpdTMXHJpOfyKKMYwgWl+73ksYRVpZPlciSOc4DTypCSUYWW0lapEQs0QvoQy8QHPxotA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="00T7IvTX1pkMdGoM46JWP9eIFQ8=">AAACaHichVFNLwNBGH66vqo+WhwQF9EQp3pXJMRJuDi2KJK2aXbXtCa2u5vdbZNq/AEXR8SJRET8D Bd/wMFPwJHExcHb7SaC4J3MzDPPvM87z8zojik9n+ghorS1d3R2RbtjPb19/fHEwOCmZ1ddQ2QN27TdbV3zhCktkfWlb4ptxxVaRTfFlr630tzfqgnXk7a14dcdUahoZUuWpKH5TGXzjpyZKyaSlKIgxn8CNQRJhJG2E1fIYwc2DFRRgYAFn7EJDR63HFQQHOYKaDDnMpLBvsABYqytcpbgDI3ZPR7LvMqFrMXrZk0vUBt8isndZeU4JumerumF7 uiGHun911qNoEbTS51nvaUVTjF+OLL+9q+qwrOP3U/Vn559lLAQeJXs3QmY5i2Mlr62f/yyvrg22ZiiC3pm/+f0QLd8A6v2alxmxNoZYvwB6vfn/gk2Z1MqpdTMXHJpOfyKKMYwgWl+73ksYRVpZPlciSOc4DTypCSUYWW0lapEQs0QvoQy8QHPxotA</latexit>
3⇡/4
<latexit sha1_base64="fdurHjp4V6nGQ2MFvkTLdzWVh+E=">AAACaXichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/GRqE3QRgyKVbyrgmIVtLH0lQeohN11EsdsdpfdTUCDP2BlJ2qlICJ+h o0/YOEniKWCjYU3mwXRoN5hZs6cuefOmRndMaXnEz1FlLb2js6u7p5ob1//QCw+OJT17KpriIxhm7ab1zVPmNISGV/6psg7rtAquilyenm5sZ+rCdeTtrXpHzhip6KVLFmUhuYzlZ3dduT0XCGepBQFMdYK1BAkEcaqHb/BNnZhw0AVFQhY8Bmb0OBx24IKgsPcDurMuYxksC9whChrq5wlOENjtsxjiVdbIWvxulHTC9QGn2Jyd1k5hgl6pFt6p Qe6o2f6+LVWPajR8HLAs97UCqcQO05svP+rqvDsY+9L9adnH0UsBF4le3cCpnELo6mvHZ6+biyuT9Qn6Ype2P8lPdE938CqvRnXa2L9AlH+APXnc7eC7ExKpZS6NpdML4Vf0Y1RjGOK33seaaxgFRk+dx8nOMN55EUZVBLKSDNViYSaYXwLJfkJXDyLfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fdurHjp4V6nGQ2MFvkTLdzWVh+E=">AAACaXichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/GRqE3QRgyKVbyrgmIVtLH0lQeohN11EsdsdpfdTUCDP2BlJ2qlICJ+h o0/YOEniKWCjYU3mwXRoN5hZs6cuefOmRndMaXnEz1FlLb2js6u7p5ob1//QCw+OJT17KpriIxhm7ab1zVPmNISGV/6psg7rtAquilyenm5sZ+rCdeTtrXpHzhip6KVLFmUhuYzlZ3dduT0XCGepBQFMdYK1BAkEcaqHb/BNnZhw0AVFQhY8Bmb0OBx24IKgsPcDurMuYxksC9whChrq5wlOENjtsxjiVdbIWvxulHTC9QGn2Jyd1k5hgl6pFt6p Qe6o2f6+LVWPajR8HLAs97UCqcQO05svP+rqvDsY+9L9adnH0UsBF4le3cCpnELo6mvHZ6+biyuT9Qn6Ype2P8lPdE938CqvRnXa2L9AlH+APXnc7eC7ExKpZS6NpdML4Vf0Y1RjGOK33seaaxgFRk+dx8nOMN55EUZVBLKSDNViYSaYXwLJfkJXDyLfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fdurHjp4V6nGQ2MFvkTLdzWVh+E=">AAACaXichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/GRqE3QRgyKVbyrgmIVtLH0lQeohN11EsdsdpfdTUCDP2BlJ2qlICJ+h o0/YOEniKWCjYU3mwXRoN5hZs6cuefOmRndMaXnEz1FlLb2js6u7p5ob1//QCw+OJT17KpriIxhm7ab1zVPmNISGV/6psg7rtAquilyenm5sZ+rCdeTtrXpHzhip6KVLFmUhuYzlZ3dduT0XCGepBQFMdYK1BAkEcaqHb/BNnZhw0AVFQhY8Bmb0OBx24IKgsPcDurMuYxksC9whChrq5wlOENjtsxjiVdbIWvxulHTC9QGn2Jyd1k5hgl6pFt6p Qe6o2f6+LVWPajR8HLAs97UCqcQO05svP+rqvDsY+9L9adnH0UsBF4le3cCpnELo6mvHZ6+biyuT9Qn6Ype2P8lPdE938CqvRnXa2L9AlH+APXnc7eC7ExKpZS6NpdML4Vf0Y1RjGOK33seaaxgFRk+dx8nOMN55EUZVBLKSDNViYSaYXwLJfkJXDyLfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fdurHjp4V6nGQ2MFvkTLdzWVh+E=">AAACaXichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/GRqE3QRgyKVbyrgmIVtLH0lQeohN11EsdsdpfdTUCDP2BlJ2qlICJ+h o0/YOEniKWCjYU3mwXRoN5hZs6cuefOmRndMaXnEz1FlLb2js6u7p5ob1//QCw+OJT17KpriIxhm7ab1zVPmNISGV/6psg7rtAquilyenm5sZ+rCdeTtrXpHzhip6KVLFmUhuYzlZ3dduT0XCGepBQFMdYK1BAkEcaqHb/BNnZhw0AVFQhY8Bmb0OBx24IKgsPcDurMuYxksC9whChrq5wlOENjtsxjiVdbIWvxulHTC9QGn2Jyd1k5hgl6pFt6p Qe6o2f6+LVWPajR8HLAs97UCqcQO05svP+rqvDsY+9L9adnH0UsBF4le3cCpnELo6mvHZ6+biyuT9Qn6Ype2P8lPdE938CqvRnXa2L9AlH+APXnc7eC7ExKpZS6NpdML4Vf0Y1RjGOK33seaaxgFRk+dx8nOMN55EUZVBLKSDNViYSaYXwLJfkJXDyLfQ==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="m+x+NMWTIaGpJSLbfN7Cgf+9yA4=">AAACaXichVFNLwNBGH66vuujxUW4iIY41bvShDg1XBy1tCRIs7tGjW53N7vbJtX4A05ughOJiPgZL v6Ag58gPVbi4uDtdhNB8E5m5pln3uedZ2Z0x5SeT/QcUTo6u7p7evui/QODQ7H48EjesyuuIXKGbdrulq55wpSWyPnSN8WW4wqtrJtiUy+ttPY3q8L1pG1t+DVH7Ja1oiX3paH5TOUXdhw5lyrEE5SkICZ/AjUECYSxZsdvsYM92DBQQRkCFnzGJjR43LahguAwt4s6cy4jGewLHCPK2gpnCc7QmC3xWOTVdshavG7V9AK1waeY3F1WTmKanuiOm vRI9/RC77/Wqgc1Wl5qPOttrXAKsZOx9bd/VWWefRx8qv707GMfi4FXyd6dgGndwmjrq0dnzfWl7HR9hq6pwf6v6Jke+AZW9dW4yYjsJaL8Aer35/4J8vNJlZJqJpVIL4df0YsJTGGW33sBaaxiDTk+9xCnOMdFpKEMK2PKeDtViYSaUXwJJfEBZFCLgQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m+x+NMWTIaGpJSLbfN7Cgf+9yA4=">AAACaXichVFNLwNBGH66vuujxUW4iIY41bvShDg1XBy1tCRIs7tGjW53N7vbJtX4A05ughOJiPgZL v6Ag58gPVbi4uDtdhNB8E5m5pln3uedZ2Z0x5SeT/QcUTo6u7p7evui/QODQ7H48EjesyuuIXKGbdrulq55wpSWyPnSN8WW4wqtrJtiUy+ttPY3q8L1pG1t+DVH7Ja1oiX3paH5TOUXdhw5lyrEE5SkICZ/AjUECYSxZsdvsYM92DBQQRkCFnzGJjR43LahguAwt4s6cy4jGewLHCPK2gpnCc7QmC3xWOTVdshavG7V9AK1waeY3F1WTmKanuiOm vRI9/RC77/Wqgc1Wl5qPOttrXAKsZOx9bd/VWWefRx8qv707GMfi4FXyd6dgGndwmjrq0dnzfWl7HR9hq6pwf6v6Jke+AZW9dW4yYjsJaL8Aer35/4J8vNJlZJqJpVIL4df0YsJTGGW33sBaaxiDTk+9xCnOMdFpKEMK2PKeDtViYSaUXwJJfEBZFCLgQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m+x+NMWTIaGpJSLbfN7Cgf+9yA4=">AAACaXichVFNLwNBGH66vuujxUW4iIY41bvShDg1XBy1tCRIs7tGjW53N7vbJtX4A05ughOJiPgZL v6Ag58gPVbi4uDtdhNB8E5m5pln3uedZ2Z0x5SeT/QcUTo6u7p7evui/QODQ7H48EjesyuuIXKGbdrulq55wpSWyPnSN8WW4wqtrJtiUy+ttPY3q8L1pG1t+DVH7Ja1oiX3paH5TOUXdhw5lyrEE5SkICZ/AjUECYSxZsdvsYM92DBQQRkCFnzGJjR43LahguAwt4s6cy4jGewLHCPK2gpnCc7QmC3xWOTVdshavG7V9AK1waeY3F1WTmKanuiOm vRI9/RC77/Wqgc1Wl5qPOttrXAKsZOx9bd/VWWefRx8qv707GMfi4FXyd6dgGndwmjrq0dnzfWl7HR9hq6pwf6v6Jke+AZW9dW4yYjsJaL8Aer35/4J8vNJlZJqJpVIL4df0YsJTGGW33sBaaxiDTk+9xCnOMdFpKEMK2PKeDtViYSaUXwJJfEBZFCLgQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m+x+NMWTIaGpJSLbfN7Cgf+9yA4=">AAACaXichVFNLwNBGH66vuujxUW4iIY41bvShDg1XBy1tCRIs7tGjW53N7vbJtX4A05ughOJiPgZL v6Ag58gPVbi4uDtdhNB8E5m5pln3uedZ2Z0x5SeT/QcUTo6u7p7evui/QODQ7H48EjesyuuIXKGbdrulq55wpSWyPnSN8WW4wqtrJtiUy+ttPY3q8L1pG1t+DVH7Ja1oiX3paH5TOUXdhw5lyrEE5SkICZ/AjUECYSxZsdvsYM92DBQQRkCFnzGJjR43LahguAwt4s6cy4jGewLHCPK2gpnCc7QmC3xWOTVdshavG7V9AK1waeY3F1WTmKanuiOm vRI9/RC77/Wqgc1Wl5qPOttrXAKsZOx9bd/VWWefRx8qv707GMfi4FXyd6dgGndwmjrq0dnzfWl7HR9hq6pwf6v6Jke+AZW9dW4yYjsJaL8Aer35/4J8vNJlZJqJpVIL4df0YsJTGGW33sBaaxiDTk+9xCnOMdFpKEMK2PKeDtViYSaUXwJJfEBZFCLgQ==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="J1M2cVG3mXlvHZobSYIXAyqhrn8=">AAACZHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrRZB EEQsiqtyI4LiqujGZR+2ClokiWMNTZOQpIVa/AHdKi5cKYiIn+HGH3DRHxDEZQU3LrxNA6JFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1AxJPb19/QPhwcjQ8MhoNDY2XnCtqqOJvGYZlrOtKq4wdFPkPd0zxLbtCKWiGmJLLa+ 397dqwnF1y9z06rYoVpSSqR/omuIxlSntxRKUJD9muoEcgASCSFuxW+xiHxY0VFGBgAmPsQEFLrcdyCDYzBXRYM5hpPv7AseIsLbKWYIzFGbLPJZ4tROwJq/bNV1frfEpBneHlTOYoye6oxY90j290MevtRp+jba XOs9qRyvsvejJZO79X1WFZw+HX6o/PXs4wIrvVWfvts+0b6F19LWji1ZuNTvXmKdremX/V9SkB76BWXvTbjIie4kIf4D887m7QWExKVNSziwlUmvBV4QxhVks8HsvI4UNpJHncwVOcYbz0LM0LMWliU6qFAo0cX wLafoT1EyJ5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J1M2cVG3mXlvHZobSYIXAyqhrn8=">AAACZHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrRZB EEQsiqtyI4LiqujGZR+2ClokiWMNTZOQpIVa/AHdKi5cKYiIn+HGH3DRHxDEZQU3LrxNA6JFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1AxJPb19/QPhwcjQ8MhoNDY2XnCtqqOJvGYZlrOtKq4wdFPkPd0zxLbtCKWiGmJLLa+ 397dqwnF1y9z06rYoVpSSqR/omuIxlSntxRKUJD9muoEcgASCSFuxW+xiHxY0VFGBgAmPsQEFLrcdyCDYzBXRYM5hpPv7AseIsLbKWYIzFGbLPJZ4tROwJq/bNV1frfEpBneHlTOYoye6oxY90j290MevtRp+jba XOs9qRyvsvejJZO79X1WFZw+HX6o/PXs4wIrvVWfvts+0b6F19LWji1ZuNTvXmKdremX/V9SkB76BWXvTbjIie4kIf4D887m7QWExKVNSziwlUmvBV4QxhVks8HsvI4UNpJHncwVOcYbz0LM0LMWliU6qFAo0cX wLafoT1EyJ5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J1M2cVG3mXlvHZobSYIXAyqhrn8=">AAACZHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrRZB EEQsiqtyI4LiqujGZR+2ClokiWMNTZOQpIVa/AHdKi5cKYiIn+HGH3DRHxDEZQU3LrxNA6JFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1AxJPb19/QPhwcjQ8MhoNDY2XnCtqqOJvGYZlrOtKq4wdFPkPd0zxLbtCKWiGmJLLa+ 397dqwnF1y9z06rYoVpSSqR/omuIxlSntxRKUJD9muoEcgASCSFuxW+xiHxY0VFGBgAmPsQEFLrcdyCDYzBXRYM5hpPv7AseIsLbKWYIzFGbLPJZ4tROwJq/bNV1frfEpBneHlTOYoye6oxY90j290MevtRp+jba XOs9qRyvsvejJZO79X1WFZw+HX6o/PXs4wIrvVWfvts+0b6F19LWji1ZuNTvXmKdremX/V9SkB76BWXvTbjIie4kIf4D887m7QWExKVNSziwlUmvBV4QxhVks8HsvI4UNpJHncwVOcYbz0LM0LMWliU6qFAo0cX wLafoT1EyJ5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J1M2cVG3mXlvHZobSYIXAyqhrn8=">AAACZHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrRZB EEQsiqtyI4LiqujGZR+2ClokiWMNTZOQpIVa/AHdKi5cKYiIn+HGH3DRHxDEZQU3LrxNA6JFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1AxJPb19/QPhwcjQ8MhoNDY2XnCtqqOJvGYZlrOtKq4wdFPkPd0zxLbtCKWiGmJLLa+ 397dqwnF1y9z06rYoVpSSqR/omuIxlSntxRKUJD9muoEcgASCSFuxW+xiHxY0VFGBgAmPsQEFLrcdyCDYzBXRYM5hpPv7AseIsLbKWYIzFGbLPJZ4tROwJq/bNV1frfEpBneHlTOYoye6oxY90j290MevtRp+jba XOs9qRyvsvejJZO79X1WFZw+HX6o/PXs4wIrvVWfvts+0b6F19LWji1ZuNTvXmKdremX/V9SkB76BWXvTbjIie4kIf4D887m7QWExKVNSziwlUmvBV4QxhVks8HsvI4UNpJHncwVOcYbz0LM0LMWliU6qFAo0cX wLafoT1EyJ5w==</latexit>
h <latexit sha1_base64="JjyMRbWYX6Vcb/g4tdi0QmnCKv4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JjyMRbWYX6Vcb/g4tdi0QmnCKv4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JjyMRbWYX6Vcb/g4tdi0QmnCKv4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JjyMRbWYX6Vcb/g4tdi0QmnCKv4=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="J1M2cVG3mXlvHZobSY IXAyqhrn8=">AAACZHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrRZBEEQsiqtyI4LiqujGZR+2ClokiWMNTZOQpIVa/AHd Ki5cKYiIn+HGH3DRHxDEZQU3LrxNA6JFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1AxJPb19/QPhwcjQ8MhoNDY2XnCt qqOJvGYZlrOtKq4wdFPkPd0zxLbtCKWiGmJLLa+397dqwnF1y9z06rYoVpSSqR/omuIxlSntxRKUJD9 muoEcgASCSFuxW+xiHxY0VFGBgAmPsQEFLrcdyCDYzBXRYM5hpPv7AseIsLbKWYIzFGbLPJZ4tROwJq/ bNV1frfEpBneHlTOYoye6oxY90j290MevtRp+jbaXOs9qRyvsvejJZO79X1WFZw+HX6o/PXs4wIrvVWf vts+0b6F19LWji1ZuNTvXmKdremX/V9SkB76BWXvTbjIie4kIf4D887m7QWExKVNSziwlUmvBV4QxhV ks8HsvI4UNpJHncwVOcYbz0LM0LMWliU6qFAo0cXwLafoT1EyJ5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J1M2cVG3mXlvHZobSY IXAyqhrn8=">AAACZHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrRZBEEQsiqtyI4LiqujGZR+2ClokiWMNTZOQpIVa/AHd Ki5cKYiIn+HGH3DRHxDEZQU3LrxNA6JFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1AxJPb19/QPhwcjQ8MhoNDY2XnCt qqOJvGYZlrOtKq4wdFPkPd0zxLbtCKWiGmJLLa+397dqwnF1y9z06rYoVpSSqR/omuIxlSntxRKUJD9 muoEcgASCSFuxW+xiHxY0VFGBgAmPsQEFLrcdyCDYzBXRYM5hpPv7AseIsLbKWYIzFGbLPJZ4tROwJq/ bNV1frfEpBneHlTOYoye6oxY90j290MevtRp+jbaXOs9qRyvsvejJZO79X1WFZw+HX6o/PXs4wIrvVWf vts+0b6F19LWji1ZuNTvXmKdremX/V9SkB76BWXvTbjIie4kIf4D887m7QWExKVNSziwlUmvBV4QxhV ks8HsvI4UNpJHncwVOcYbz0LM0LMWliU6qFAo0cXwLafoT1EyJ5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J1M2cVG3mXlvHZobSY IXAyqhrn8=">AAACZHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrRZBEEQsiqtyI4LiqujGZR+2ClokiWMNTZOQpIVa/AHd Ki5cKYiIn+HGH3DRHxDEZQU3LrxNA6JFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1AxJPb19/QPhwcjQ8MhoNDY2XnCt qqOJvGYZlrOtKq4wdFPkPd0zxLbtCKWiGmJLLa+397dqwnF1y9z06rYoVpSSqR/omuIxlSntxRKUJD9 muoEcgASCSFuxW+xiHxY0VFGBgAmPsQEFLrcdyCDYzBXRYM5hpPv7AseIsLbKWYIzFGbLPJZ4tROwJq/ bNV1frfEpBneHlTOYoye6oxY90j290MevtRp+jbaXOs9qRyvsvejJZO79X1WFZw+HX6o/PXs4wIrvVWf vts+0b6F19LWji1ZuNTvXmKdremX/V9SkB76BWXvTbjIie4kIf4D887m7QWExKVNSziwlUmvBV4QxhV ks8HsvI4UNpJHncwVOcYbz0LM0LMWliU6qFAo0cXwLafoT1EyJ5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J1M2cVG3mXlvHZobSY IXAyqhrn8=">AAACZHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrRZBEEQsiqtyI4LiqujGZR+2ClokiWMNTZOQpIVa/AHd Ki5cKYiIn+HGH3DRHxDEZQU3LrxNA6JFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1AxJPb19/QPhwcjQ8MhoNDY2XnCt qqOJvGYZlrOtKq4wdFPkPd0zxLbtCKWiGmJLLa+397dqwnF1y9z06rYoVpSSqR/omuIxlSntxRKUJD9 muoEcgASCSFuxW+xiHxY0VFGBgAmPsQEFLrcdyCDYzBXRYM5hpPv7AseIsLbKWYIzFGbLPJZ4tROwJq/ bNV1frfEpBneHlTOYoye6oxY90j290MevtRp+jbaXOs9qRyvsvejJZO79X1WFZw+HX6o/PXs4wIrvVWf vts+0b6F19LWji1ZuNTvXmKdremX/V9SkB76BWXvTbjIie4kIf4D887m7QWExKVNSziwlUmvBV4QxhV ks8HsvI4UNpJHncwVOcYbz0LM0LMWliU6qFAo0cXwLafoT1EyJ5w==</latexit>
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<latexit sha 1_base64="J1M2cVG3mXlvH ZobSYIXAyqhrn8=">AAACZHi chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrRZBEE QsiqtyI4LiqujGZR+2Cloki WMNTZOQpIVa/AHdKi5cKYiI n+HGH3DRHxDEZQU3LrxNA6J FvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1Ax JPb19/QPhwcjQ8MhoNDY2Xn CtqqOJvGYZlrOtKq4wdFPkP d0zxLbtCKWiGmJLLa+397dq wnF1y9z06rYoVpSSqR/omuIx lSntxRKUJD9muoEcgASCSFu xW+xiHxY0VFGBgAmPsQEFLr cdyCDYzBXRYM5hpPv7AseIs LbKWYIzFGbLPJZ4tROwJq/b NV1frfEpBneHlTOYoye6oxY9 0j290MevtRp+jbaXOs9qRyv svejJZO79X1WFZw+HX6o/PX s4wIrvVWfvts+0b6F19LWji 1ZuNTvXmKdremX/V9SkB76B WXvTbjIie4kIf4D887m7QWEx KVNSziwlUmvBV4QxhVks8Hs vI4UNpJHncwVOcYbz0LM0LM WliU6qFAo0cXwLafoT1EyJ5 w==</latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="J1M2cVG3mXlvH ZobSYIXAyqhrn8=">AAACZHi chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrRZBEE QsiqtyI4LiqujGZR+2Cloki WMNTZOQpIVa/AHdKi5cKYiI n+HGH3DRHxDEZQU3LrxNA6J FvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1Ax JPb19/QPhwcjQ8MhoNDY2Xn CtqqOJvGYZlrOtKq4wdFPkP d0zxLbtCKWiGmJLLa+397dq wnF1y9z06rYoVpSSqR/omuIx lSntxRKUJD9muoEcgASCSFu xW+xiHxY0VFGBgAmPsQEFLr cdyCDYzBXRYM5hpPv7AseIs LbKWYIzFGbLPJZ4tROwJq/b NV1frfEpBneHlTOYoye6oxY9 0j290MevtRp+jbaXOs9qRyv svejJZO79X1WFZw+HX6o/PX s4wIrvVWfvts+0b6F19LWji 1ZuNTvXmKdremX/V9SkB76B WXvTbjIie4kIf4D887m7QWEx KVNSziwlUmvBV4QxhVks8Hs vI4UNpJHncwVOcYbz0LM0LM WliU6qFAo0cXwLafoT1EyJ5 w==</latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="J1M2cVG3mXlvH ZobSYIXAyqhrn8=">AAACZHi chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrRZBEE QsiqtyI4LiqujGZR+2Cloki WMNTZOQpIVa/AHdKi5cKYiI n+HGH3DRHxDEZQU3LrxNA6J FvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1Ax JPb19/QPhwcjQ8MhoNDY2Xn CtqqOJvGYZlrOtKq4wdFPkP d0zxLbtCKWiGmJLLa+397dq wnF1y9z06rYoVpSSqR/omuIx lSntxRKUJD9muoEcgASCSFu xW+xiHxY0VFGBgAmPsQEFLr cdyCDYzBXRYM5hpPv7AseIs LbKWYIzFGbLPJZ4tROwJq/b NV1frfEpBneHlTOYoye6oxY9 0j290MevtRp+jbaXOs9qRyv svejJZO79X1WFZw+HX6o/PX s4wIrvVWfvts+0b6F19LWji 1ZuNTvXmKdremX/V9SkB76B WXvTbjIie4kIf4D887m7QWEx KVNSziwlUmvBV4QxhVks8Hs vI4UNpJHncwVOcYbz0LM0LM WliU6qFAo0cXwLafoT1EyJ5 w==</latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="J1M2cVG3mXlvH ZobSYIXAyqhrn8=">AAACZHi chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrRZBEE QsiqtyI4LiqujGZR+2Cloki WMNTZOQpIVa/AHdKi5cKYiI n+HGH3DRHxDEZQU3LrxNA6J FvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1Ax JPb19/QPhwcjQ8MhoNDY2Xn CtqqOJvGYZlrOtKq4wdFPkP d0zxLbtCKWiGmJLLa+397dq wnF1y9z06rYoVpSSqR/omuIx lSntxRKUJD9muoEcgASCSFu xW+xiHxY0VFGBgAmPsQEFLr cdyCDYzBXRYM5hpPv7AseIs LbKWYIzFGbLPJZ4tROwJq/b NV1frfEpBneHlTOYoye6oxY9 0j290MevtRp+jbaXOs9qRyv svejJZO79X1WFZw+HX6o/PX s4wIrvVWfvts+0b6F19LWji 1ZuNTvXmKdremX/V9SkB76B WXvTbjIie4kIf4D887m7QWEx KVNSziwlUmvBV4QxhVks8Hs vI4UNpJHncwVOcYbz0LM0LM WliU6qFAo0cXwLafoT1EyJ5 w==</latexit>
h <latexit sha1_base64="JjyMRbWYX6Vcb/g4tdi0QmnCKv4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JjyMRbWYX6Vcb/g4tdi0QmnCKv4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JjyMRbWYX6Vcb/g4tdi0QmnCKv4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JjyMRbWYX6Vcb/g4tdi0QmnCKv4=">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</latexit>
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Figure 6. Phase diagram of the staircase J-Q3 model. The points
with error bars are based on L = 96 results (see Supplemental Mate-
rial [40]) and the lines are guides to the eye. Dotted lines emphasize
the unknown shape of the tip of the HVB phase at the multi-critical
DQCP (circle) and for h > 1 (where there is a QMC sign problem).
rendering the VBS–AFM transition first-order. Another rele-
vant field induces winding, establishing the the conventional
DQCP as a Lifshitz type end-point of the HVB phase.
The HVB phase itself is also very interesting and associ-
ated with subtleties that we ha e not yet been able to fully
reconcile, e.g., whether the helicity is always commensurate
with the lattice or there is also incommensurate order. It could
also in principle be a floating phase, where all correlations de-
cay as power laws, and the distribution of the winding k has
a broadened peak instead of a delta-function divergence at a
single k∗. In the future, to settle issues such as these, it would
also be useful to study the HVB state under different boundary
conditions. We note that, even in classical models, it has been
very challenging to draw definite conclusions on the proper-
ties of modulated and helical phases [43, 44, 47–50].
Previous works have studied transitions between differ-
ent VBS states [26, 51, 52] but a HVB phase with varying
pitch was not considered. The HVB phase with Lifshitz-point
DQCP resembles the tilted phase and “Cantor deconfinement”
in a quantum dimer model mapped to a height model [53].
There the spin physics is left out and the phase transitions
are different, e.g., instead of a DQCP with dynamic exponent
z = 1, there is a Rokhsar-Kivelson point with z = 2, and with
no AFM phase the modulated phase has a first-order transition
into a staggered VBS. Some aspects of the height model can
likely be applied to HVB state as well. The height model can
describe the critical resonating valence bond wave function
[54, 55], and it may be possible to construct a wave function
with winding and long-range order [56] to describe the HVB
phase. In our staircase J-Q model the winding is induced
with a fixed direction and chirality, as we further explain in
the Supplemental Material [40].
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We here report further details on several technical issues as well as additional results complementing those presented in the
main paper. The materials are organized in sections as follows:
1. Technical details on the projector QMC calculations of bond correlations.
2. Scaling dimensions of various symmetric operators.
3. Demonstration of the staircase perturbation maintaining the Z4 symmetry of the VBS order parameter and discussion of
other relevant and irrelevant perturbations of the J-Q model.
4. Alternative finite-size scaling methods for the staircase perturbation.
5. Visualizations of the HVB order and additional results for different winding sectors and spinon states.
6. Results for the order parameters on several different system sizes and finite-size drifts of the phase boundaries.
7. Additional results for spin and dimer correlation functions and their critical behaviors.
8. Microscopic origin of the winding (tilt field) generated by the staircase perturbation.
9. Demonstration of emergent U(1) symmetry in the HVB phase.
1. QMC calculations of bond correlations
In QMC simulations in the valence-bond singlet basis [39],
the ground state is projected out by acting with a high power
(−H)n of the Hamiltonian on a trial wave function |ψ0〉 ex-
pressed in terms of bipartite valence bonds. The convergence
with n can be accelerated by using an optimized variational
wave function, but even if |ψ0〉 is a poor approximation to
the ground state the projected state |ψn〉 ∝ (−H)n|ψ0〉 ap-
proaches the ground state for n ∝ N1+α, where the exponent
α > 0 depends on the scaling of the finite-size gaps in the
system. For the calculations reported here, we used an ampli-
tude product state [64] with amplitudes decaying as l−3.5 as a
function of the bond length l and carried out calculations for
several values of n until the computed properties were con-
verged to within statistical errors.
In a simulation, contributions to the projected state normal-
ization 〈ψn|ψn〉 are sampled and expectation values 〈A〉 =
〈ψn|A|ψn〉/〈ψn|ψn〉 are evaluated in the generated valence-
bond configurations. The normalization can be expressed as
〈ψn|ψn〉 =
∑
ab
Wab〈Va|Vb〉, (S1)
where the states 〈Va| and |Vb〉 each originate from n opera-
tions with terms of the Hamiltonian on a sampled component
(a valence bond configuration) of the trial state. The weights
Wab are not explicitly known but are reflected in the proba-
bility of generating the statates in the simulation procedures
(which we do not discuss here but refer to Ref. [39]).
Many expectation values have expressions in terms of the
transition graphs corresponding to 〈Va|Vb〉 in Eq. (S1). A
transition graph is simply a superposition of the valence bond
configurations from 〈Va| and |Vb〉, in which a set of loops
form from alternating bonds in the bra and ket state [64]. The
simplest case is the standard two-spin correlation function,
whereA = Si ·Sj . Then the properly normalized contribution
to the expectation value is ±3/4 if the sites i and j belong to
the same loop and 0 otherwise, where the sign in the former
case is + for sites on the same sublattice and − else.
Multi-spin correlation functions of any even number of
spins also have known expressions in terms of the loop struc-
ture [65]. The simplest case is the general four-spin correla-
tion function, with the operator A = (Si · Sj)(Sk · Sl), for
which non-zero contributions from a given transition graph
arise if either all sites i, j, k, l belong to the same loop or if
pairs of sites belong to two different loops. Some of the con-
tributions have a rather intricate form, depending also on the
relative order in which the sites are connected in a loop. Cal-
culations of the four-spin correlation functions are therefore
time-consuming, especially if averaging is carried out over all
translations over the lattice.
Sometimes a simpler, approximate estimator of the four-
spin correlation functions is used to speed up the calculations.
We here discuss tests of the approximation applied to the stair-
case cell correlation function CW (r) displayed in Fig. 2. This
correlation function can be expressed as a sum over dimer cor-
2relations of the form
CD(rij) = 〈(Si · Si+xˆ)(Sj · Sj+αˆ)〉, (S2)
where rij is the distance between the lattice sites i and j, αˆ =
xˆ or αˆ = yˆ, and the notation j + αˆ is a short-hand for the site
located one lattice spacing away from j in the α direction.
Let us denote the exact expectation value of an operator A
evaluated in a specific transition graph as [A], so that the unbi-
ased estimate of the quantum mechanical expectation value of
A is the mean 〈[A]〉 of this quantity over the sampled con-
figurations. As mentioned above, in the case of the spin-
spin correlation function we have a very simple estimator,
[Si · Sj ] ∈ {0,±3/4}, where the non-zero values apply to
transition graphs in which i, j belong to the same loop. To
avoid computing the much more complicated estimator for
the four-spin operator in Eq. (S2), we can approximate it in
the following way:
[(Si · Si+xˆ)(Sj · Sj+αˆ)] ≈ [Si · Si+xˆ][Sj · Sj+αˆ], (S3)
where the two factors are just the estimators of the two-spin
correlation function, evaluated independently of each other in
a given transition graph. This approximation still implicitly
contains a one-loop contribution, where all the sites involved
belong to the same loop, and two-loop contributions where i
and i+xˆ belong to one loop and j and i+αˆ belongs to another
loop. However, it does not contain the contributions present
in the exact estimator from transition graphs where i and j be-
long to the same loop and i+ xˆ and j+ αˆ belong to a different
loop. Inside the VBS phase the loops are short (size of order
one) and the latter contributions become very unlikely when
the separation rij is large. The mean value with the approx-
imated estimator therefore approaches the exact result expo-
nentially fast with increasing separation. In previous works it
has also been argued that the approximation of the VBS order
parameter exhibits the same scaling as the exact expectation
value in quantum critical systems [66].
The cell correlation function characterizing the relevance of
the staircase perturbation, illustrated in Fig. 1(a), decays much
faster with distance than the order parameter correlations, and
one may wonder whether the contributions neglected with the
simplified estimator could alter the scaling behavior. To test
the quality of the approximation, which was used to generate
the results in Fig. 2, we have carried out calculations also with
the exact estimator. A comparison of the results is presented
in Fig S1. Because of the more time consuming calculations,
the error bars of the results obtained with the exact estimator
are larger, especially for the larger distances, but it is still clear
that the differences between the two estimators are very small.
We can essentially only observe significant differences in the
data for r = (L/2, 0) with L/2 = 6. All other points agree
to within the error bars, and there are no indications of dif-
ferences in the scaling behavior. Thus, we conclude that the
approximation, Eq. (S3), is legitimate also for very rapidly
decaying correlation functions.
In Sec. 2 below, we will also apply an analogous approxi-
mation in our calculations of eight-spin correlation functions
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Figure S1. The results of Fig. 2 (solid symbols), which were obtained
using the approximate estimator of the dimer correlations, Eq. (S3),
compared with results for the same cell correlation functions calcu-
lated with the exact estimator (open symbols). The upper (blue) and
lower (black) data sets have been multiplied by 4 and 1/4, respec-
tively, in order to make them more clearly distinguishable. Further-
more, the open symbols have been shifted by a constant factor to the
right in order for both sets of points to be more clearly visible. The
dashed lines are shifted from the solid ones by the same factor.
of the form 〈BiBjBkBl〉, whereBi is a bond operator Si ·Si′
where the sites i and i′ are nearest neighbors. In the cases
of interest here, the locations i and j will furthermore be
close to each other, as will k and l. Then it may not be a
good approximation to replace the estimator [BiBjBkBl] by
[Bi][Bj ][Bk][Bl]. However, if the two site pairs ij and kl
are also far separated from each other (as in the asymptotic
form that we are ultimately interested in) the approximation
[BiBjBkBl] ≈ [BiBj ][BkBl] should be good, for the same
reasons as discussed above, and we use it.
2. Scaling dimensions of bond-product operators
Here we will first consider two bond-product operators de-
fined on 2 × 2 site plaquettes and show that their correlation
functions in the critical J-Q2 model are governed by the two
known primary scaling fields; the symmetric one with scaling
dimension ∆0 ≈ 0.800 [36] and the symmetry-breaking VBS
field with scaling dimension ∆VBS ≈ 0.63 [28]. We then
present additional results for the staggered bond operator Z,
confirming its scaling dimension ∆Z ≈ 1.39 with a different
correlation function than the one used in the main paper.
2-A. Operators defined on 2× 2 plaquettes
In a recent work [36], two of us calculated the critical cor-
relation function of the operator Q2 illustrated in Fig. 1(a)
and showed that its behavior along the lattice direction (x, 0)
is governed by ∆VBS for even values of x, while for odd x
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Figure S2. Correlation functions of the critical J-Q2 model (g =
0.04315) along the (x, 0) directions of bond-product operators de-
fined on cells with 2 × 2 spins as illustrated in the insets. In (a)
the operator Q is a sum of horizontal and vertical bond-products
(shown in red and blue in the inset), while in (b) X is a product of
two diagonal bond operators. Both correlation functions are strictly
positive in the (x, 0) direction and are governed by the order param-
eter operator OVBS for even x and by the symmetric primary field
O0 for odd x. The corresponding power-law decays L−2∆VBS and
L−2∆0 are shown as blue and red lines, respectively, with the ap-
proximately known values of the scaling dimensions ∆VBS = 0.63
[28] and ∆0 = 0.80 [36].
the decay is governed by ∆0 with very rapidly decaying scal-
ing corrections. Here, instead of using the full singlet pro-
jectors defining the Q2 operator, we use the related operator
(Si ·Sj)(Sk ·Sl) with the sites arranged exactly as in Fig. 1(a).
We combine the cases of horizontal and vertical bond pairs
into the operator Q and use the method discussed in the pre-
ceding section to calculate the correlation function CQ(x, 0).
Results for system sizes L = 256 are shown in Fig. S2(a).
The correlations take positive values for all x but form clearly
distinct even and odd branches. As was previously argued
in Ref. 36, the decay powers of the two branches are differ-
ent and give the two scaling dimensions as discussed above.
Here we do not perform fits to obtain independent exponent
estimates, but just demonstrate consistency with the expected
behavior. Note that there are strong enhancing effects of the
periodic boundaries on the upper (VBS governed) branch, and
we should expect clean power-law decays only for x  L/2
as also observed. We here do not address the issue of anoma-
lous finite-size scaling for x→ L/2 [24, 28].
Given that we observe a different scaling dimension in the
case of the staggered bond operators, it is interesting to also
consider other perturbations that could possibly couple to the
putative second relevant symmetric field. We here investigate
the case of a four-spin operator where the two bond operators
connect spins at opposite corners of the 2× 2 plaquettes. This
is a manifestedly strongly frustrating operator, but, as shown
in Fig. S2(a), we observed the same behavior as in the case of
the bipartite Q operator. While the amplitude of the correla-
tions is much smaller, there are still two branches governed by
two decay exponents, and those exponents are fully consistent
with the two known relevant scaling dimensions.
2-B. Staggered bond operator
Next we consider the staggered two-bond operators of theZ
perturbation, Fig. 1(c). In the main paper we combined eight
instances of those operators symmetrically within a 3× 3 cell
and found the scaling dimension ∆Z ≈ 1.39. To further test
the staggered bond operators, we here consider a smaller cell
of 2×3 sites containing two instances of the product operators.
We refer to this cell operator as Z2.
Since the Z2-cell breaks the 90◦ lattice rotation symmetry,
we expect that its correlation function should contain contri-
butions from the VBS order parameter in addition to the sec-
ond symmetric field. This is confirmed by our results shown
in Fig. S3(a), where we observe positive values of the correla-
tion function CZ2(x, 0) for even x, while for odd x the values
are positive for x ≤ 9 and turn negative for larger x. The even-
x branch decays as a power law consistent with the expected
value of ∆VBS. We have multiplied the negative values by−1
to be able to show the entire odd-x branch on the same log-
log plot, and we observe that the two branches approach each
other as x increases. Note also again the boundary enhance-
ments of the correlations, due to which the power-law scaling
is violated for large x. The fact that the two branches appro-
roach each other asymptotically when graphed this way shows
that the staggered part of the correlation function is governed
by the VBS operator while the uniform part may decay with a
different exponent. To test whether the second relevant sym-
metric field is at play here, we have to extract the uniform part
of the correlation function.
Let us write a generic correlation function C(x) as a sum
of uniform and staggered components:
C(x) = (−1)xA(x) +B(x), (S4)
where both A(x) and B(x) are positive for all x (and in
practice they will also both be monotonically decaying with
x). We multiply by (−1)x to make the staggered part non-
oscillating, defining D(x) = (−1)xC(x) so that
D(x) = A(x) + (−1)xB(x). (S5)
We want to separate out the uniform part B(x), which in the
case here is a subleading contribution.
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Figure S3. (a) Correlation functions along the (x, 0) directions of
cells containing two y-oriented staggered bond-product operators
(shown in two different colors in the inset), calculated on a sys-
tem of size L = 128. The values for odd x ≥ 11 are negative
and are shown as their absolute values (red symbols). All other
values are positive and are shown as the blue symbols. The line
shows the asymptotic decay L−2∆VBS with ∆VBS = 0.63 [28]
expected due to contributions from the VBS order parameter. (b)
The uniform component of the data in (a) extracted using the fourth-
derivative formula, Eq. (S10). The red curve shows a fit to the form
aL−2∆
′
0 + bL−(2∆VBS+4) with only a and b adjustable and with
∆′0 = 1.39 determined in the main paper (Fig. 2) using a different
correlation function and ∆VBS = 0.63 [28]. The black line shows
the leading term aL−2∆
′
0 .
An often used way to carry out the separation amounts to
a numerical second derivative of (−1)xC(x). Using the form
in Eq. (S5) we define
f(x) = D(x)− 12D(x− 1)− 12D(x+ 1), (S6)
which with our form of D(x) becomes
f(x) = A(x)− 12A(x− 1)− 12A(x+ 1) (S7)
+ (−1)x[B(x) + 12B(x− 1) + 12B(x+ 1)].
Asymptotically for large x this becomes
f(x) = A′′(x) + (−1)xB(x). (S8)
Provided thatA′′(x) decays with xmuch faster thanB(x), we
can easily extract B(x) as (−1)xf(x) in the limit of large x.
In the case at hand, the decay of the staggered part should
be governed by ∆VBS ≈ 0.63, i.e., A(x) ∼ x−1.3. If the
scaling dimension of the uniform part is ∆′0 ≈ 1.4, we can
see that A′′(x) ∼ x−3.3 does not decay much faster than the
uniform part B(x) ∼ x−2.8, and this method may therefore
not work well unless we have access to very large x.
We note that f(x) in Eq. (S8) is exactly of the same form
as D(x) in Eq. (S5), and to better isolate B(x) we can repeat
the above procedure with f(x) in place of D(x), defining
g(x) = f(x)− 12f(x− 1)− 12f(x+ 1), (S9)
which with the original D(x) function becomes
g(x) = 32D(x)−D(x− 1)−D(x+ 1)
+ 14D(x− 2) + 14D(x+ 2), (S10)
which of course is the numerical fourth derivative of D. In
terms of theA andB functions we obtain the asymptotic form
g(x) = A(4)(x) + (−1)xB(x), (S11)
where in the present case we expect A(4)(x) ∼ x−5.3. Now
B(x) should be clearly the dominant contribution and we can
just extract it as (−1)xg(x) for sufficiently large x.
Results for the so extracted uniform component of the Z2
correlations in Fig. S3(a) are shown in Fig. S3(b). We can
fit the results to a leading power law with a correction, but
instead of doing this we can fix the leading power of x to
−2∆′0 = 2.78 and use a second term with the exponent ex-
pected from the fourth derivative of the staggered part, −5.3,
according to the arguments above. Remarkably, all data for
x ≥ 6 can be well fitted to this form by only adjusting the
factors in front of the two fixed powers of x. A completely
independent fit also gives very similar values of the expo-
nents. Thus, we have shown that the results obtained with
the 3 × 3 symmetric cell in Fig. 2(a) in the main paper are
fully reproducible with a different definition of the operator
cell, and there should be no doubt that the scaling dimension
∆Z ≈ 1.40 is real and represents a second relevant symmetric
operator. The numerical value of ∆Z is stable with respect to
different operator cells and distances included in the fit, and
we can confidently conclude that it is different from all dimen-
sions of the decendants of the leading symmetric operator and
the order parameter operators.
An interesting aspect of the results presented above, as well
as those in Ref. 36, is that the scaling dimension ∆VBS is not
manifested just in the staggered component of the plaquette
correlation function, but is present also in the uniform compo-
nent. Moreover, the correlation function for odd x in Fig. S2
is not at all contaminated by the VBS correlations. This some-
what counterintuitive aspect of the plaquette correlations can
be traced back to the fact that the VBS order parameter corre-
lations on the line (x, 0) are completely canceled out for odd
x when considering a Z4 or U(1) symmetric order parame-
ter. However, when using the 2× 3 cell of the staggered bond
operators, which also detect VBS order, the averaging argu-
ment no longer applies, and the VBS order affects the correla-
tions at both even and odd distances. As we have shown here
in Fig. S3, the VBS order parameter then is completely con-
tained in the staggered part of the operator and the uniform
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Figure S4. Distributions of the VBS order parameter, Eq. (S12) of
the staircase J-Q model at g = 0.05, h = 1, collected in SSE sim-
ulations of four different system sizes: (a) L = 16, (b) L = 20, (c)
L = 28, (d) L = 32. The unequal weights in the different peaks
(and the two almost invisible peaks for L = 32) is due to the small
probability density between the peaks, which implies slow migration
of the sampled configurations between the peaks. The scale used for
the horizontal and vertical axes are relative to the maximum value of
Dx and Dy in an ideal VBS state.
part is governed by the new scaling dimension ∆′0 with very
rapidly decaying scaling corrections.
3. Z4 symmetry of the VBS fluctuations
One of our key observations regarding the staircase pertur-
bation of the J-Q model depicted in Fig. 1(a) is that it does
not change the symmetry of the VBS order parameter. With-
out the staircase term, the VBS realized in the J-Q2 and J-Q3
models is a columnar one [14, 19]. It is easy to see that the
staircase modulation of the J couplings has an equivalent ef-
fect on all four columnar VBS patterns. Given also that the
VBS has a gap above the four degenerate levels, the four-fold
degeneracy must persist for some range of the strength h of
the staircase perturbation (until the quantum phase transition
into the HVB phase). However, just having a four-fold de-
generacy does not imply that the broken symmetry is Z4—it
could also in principle be Z2 × Z2.
What classifies the symmetry as Z4 is the relationship be-
tween the degenerate states, i.e., how they can be physically
transformed into each other. In a finite system, where the sym-
metries are not broken, fluctuation paths between the states
can be investigated and classified in terms of the order pa-
rameter distribution, as recently discussed in detail in Ref. 57.
We will here discuss such distributions with a conventional
definition of the columnar, non-winding VBS order parameter
D = Dx + iDy = |D|eiφ, where
Dx =
1
N
∑
r
(−1)rxSzrSzr+xˆ, (S12a)
Dy =
1
N
∑
r
(−1)rySzrSzr+yˆ. (S12b)
In the thermodynamic limit, if there is columnar VBS order,
the angle takes the values φ = npi/2, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, and the
distribution P (Dx, Dy) comprises four delta-function peaks
at these angles. In a finite system, both the angle and the
amplitude fluctuate, and Z4 symmetry implies that the fluc-
tuations between the closest angles, n → n ± 1 mod 4,
are stronger than those between opposite values n → n +
2 mod 4. The dominant “clock” fluctuations correspond to do-
main walls over which the angle changes by pi/2 (which have
also been studied in the J-Q models [46]). In the DQCP sce-
nario, the significance of Z4 symmetry is that it is enhanced
to U(1) when the AFM phase is approached [38], through the
mechanism of dangerously irrelevant fields known from clas-
sical 3D q-state clock models with q ≥ 4 [58–61].
3-A. Staircase perturbation
The VBS fluctuation pattern is reflected in the order-
parameter distribution P (Dx, Dy) accumulated in a QMC
simulation. Fig. S4 shows results at the largest value, h = 1,
that we can reach with sign-free QMC simulations of the stair-
case deformed J-Q3 model. We set g = 0.05, which is inside
the VBS phase but close to the HVB boundary according to
the phase diagram in Fig. 6. Results are shown for four dif-
ferent system sizes, to illustrate how the fluctuations gradually
diminish with increasingL. The distributions clearly show the
dominant pi/2 fluctuations between the four peaks at locations
corresponding to the columnar VBS patterns.
The unequal weights in the four peaks, especially for the
larger systems, reflect the long simulation times taken for
the system to tunnel between the different symmetry-breaking
patterns. The time scale of the angular peak-to-peak fluctua-
tions diverges exponentially with the system size, and a sim-
ulation of a large system may in practice be trapped in one
state. Apart from the unequal weight distribution, the indi-
vidual peaks show reflection symmetry about the x or y axis
on which they are centered, as well pi/2 rotation symmetry.
These distributions are very similar to those for the unper-
turbed J-Q3 model [14] and obey all requirements for the
VBS symmetry to be classified as Z4. Here it should also
be pointed out that the histogram of the diagonal (defined
with spin-z operators) reflects the true physical VBS order-
parameter distribution of the model and is not dependent on
the simulation algorithm—only the (simulation) time depen-
dence of the fluctuations depend on the algorithm employed.
The equal and symmetric probability distributions between
the dominant clock angles φ = npi/2, n = 0, 1, 2, 3 can be
traced to the staircase perturbation not just maintaining the
6Figure S5. Illustration of the Z4 operator combining a lateral x
translation and a diagonal reflection. The combined operation corre-
sponds to a pi/2 rotation of the VBS order parameter and conserves
the staircase pattern.
four-fold degeneracy of the columnar VBS pattern, but the
idealized plaquette VBS states, corresponding to the four an-
gles φ = npi/2 + pi/4, are also all identically affected by the
perturbation. This fact already strongly suggests that the fluc-
tuation paths retain their Z4 clock character, and the observed
distributions confirm this.
As pointed out above, four-fold degenerate spontaneous
symmetry breaking generally has a subtlety in determining if
the broken symmetry is Z4 or Z2 × Z2, as discussed in detail
Ref. 57. In our case at hand here, in addition to the empirical
evidence from the histogram having a clock-like fluctuation
pattern, we can also formally construct a Z4 symmetry oper-
ation that becomes broken in the VBS phase. It is easy to see
that a translation in the x direction by one lattice spacing fol-
lowed by a reflection with respect to the diagonal (1,−1) axis
will result in a pi/2 rotation of the VBS pattern, while leaving
the staircase pattern invariant. This operation is sometimes
called a glide-reflection and is illustrated in Fig. S5. The suc-
cessive four transformations of the VBS pattern can be taken
as the representative for the coset between the original and
remaining symmetry groups, forming a Z4 representation of
the symmetry. Alternatively, we can also combine a bond-
centered pi lattice rotation and a reflection along the diagonal
(1, 1) axis, which gives the same pi/2 VBS rotation but with
operations that are all valid symmetry transformations, i.e.,
the staircase pattern is invariant also at the intermediate stage
(which is not the case with the glide rotation, as seen in the
intermediate configurations shown in gray in Fig. S5).
It should be noted here that the lattice transformations that
we have discussed above are only intended to show mathemat-
ically that an appropriate Z4 group can be constructed with
the columnar VBS on the staircase deformed square lattice.
They have nothing to do with the actual fluctuations of the
system (as observed in Fig. S4). The underlying mechanism
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Figure S6. VBS order parameter distributions for the model with
Q3 = 1 perturbed by checker-board patterned Q2 interactions of
strength Q2(1± q) with Q2 = 5/6 and q = 0.03.
of the physical fluctuations requires the extended spatial struc-
ture where domain walls can be formed that gradually realize
the pi/2 rotation through the intermediate VBS angles.
With the Z4 symmetry of the VBS order parameter main-
tained, and obviously the O(3) symmetry of the AFM order
parameter also unaffected, the staircase perturbation could in
principle be RG irrelevant (and example of which is discussed
in Sec. 1-C below). As we have shown in the main paper, the
perturbation actually is relevant and leads to the opening up
of the HVB phase between the VBS and AFM phases when
h > 0. Thus, there are (at least) two relevant, symmetry pre-
serving relevant fields at the DQCP separating the VBS and
AFM phases at h = 0, and the bound ν > 0.51 from the CFT
bootstrap under the assumption of a single relevant field [37]
does not apply to this case.
3-B. Checker-board perturbation
To illustrate that there are also perturbations in the pres-
ence of which the Z4 distribution changes to ZZ × ZZ, we
consider a checker-board pattern of Q2 terms, with alternat-
ing strengths Q2± = Q2(1 ± q) (as in the model introduced
in Ref. [62]). We add this perturbation to the Q3 model with-
out J terms, so that the ground state is strongly VBS ordered.
One can again easily see that the non-uniform interaction has
equal effects on all four columnar VBS states, and, thus, one
can expect a four-fold degeneracy, at least for small values of
q and Q3 not too small (noting that the extreme case of q = 1
and no Q3 interaction has only a two-fold degeneracy [62]).
However, since the pi/2 domain walls of the columnar VBS
are essentially plaquette VBSs, the fluctuations between the
four columnar states are no longer clock-like, because the two
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Figure S7. Correlation functions in the critical J-Q2 model (g =
0.04315) defined with the 3 × 3 cell operator D shown as an inset,
where the red solid and blue dashed lines represent second-neighbor
operators±Si ·Sj with positive and negative signs, respectively (and
the whole operator D is a sum of these eight operators). The solid
black and red lines drawn close to the CD data sets both show the
limiting form r−6 between irrelevant and relevant perturbations. The
results were obtained with the projector QMC calculations discussed
above in Sec. 1.
plaquette states with singlets on the plaquettes with the Q2+
interactions are favored over those with Q2−.
Figure S6 shows distributions for the model with Q3 = 1,
Q2 = 5/6, and q = 0.03, where the distortion of the Z4
symmetry caused by the rather weak checker-board distor-
tion Q2+ 6= Q2− is clearly visible. Here the φ = pi/4 and
φ = 5pi/4 plaquette states are the ones most effectively as-
sisting tunneling between the columnar states, and the domi-
nant VBS angles are pulled pairwise toward these angles. If
the four unequally spaced peaks survive when L → ∞, with
the weight between them vanishing, as seems plausible based
on the results in Fig. S6, the system is four-fold degenerate
and breaks Z2×Z2 symmetry. If the fluctuations between the
closely spaced peaks survives, the system instead breaks Z2
symmetry, as in the cases studied in Ref. 62.
3-C. Diagonal perturbation
It is also useful to consider a perturbation that breaks lattice
symmetries while preserving the symmetry of the VBS order
parameters, but, in contrast to the staircase perturbation, is RG
irrelevant. A candidate for such a perturbation [63] is a next-
nearest-neighbor coupling along one of the diagonals. It can
easily be checked that such a coupling in the VBS phase of
the J-Q model discriminates neither between the four colum-
nar ordered states nor between the four plaquette states on the
clock fluctuation paths, in analogy with subsection 1-A above.
To test whether the perturbation indeed is irrelevant,
we consider an operator consisting of all second-neighbor
Heisenberg operators ±Si · Sj with positive signs in the lat-
tice direction (1, 1) and negative signs in the (1,−1) direction.
Following the approach in the main paper, Eq. (2), we divide
these interactions into groups that tile the lattice, in this case
using the 3 × 3 spin cells D depicted in the inset of Fig. S7.
The correlation function CD(r) = 〈D(r)D(0)〉 should decay
as r−2∆D at the critical point of the J-Q2 model. As shown
in Fig. S7, the decay exponent is close to the limiting value
2∆D = 6 separating relevant and irrelevant operators. The
error bars are relatively large because of the rapid decay, limit-
ing access to only modest distances. Nevertheless, the data set
with the smaller error bars (where the system size L = 256 is
fixed), shows with reasonable confidence that the asymptotic
decay should be faster than r−6. Thus, the diagonal perturba-
tion, which breaks the pi/2 lattice rotation symmetry, is indeed
irrelevant at the DQCP.
4. Correlations of the staircase operator
In the main paper, the scaling dimension of the staircase
perturbation was determined by analyzing the decay of a cor-
relation function defined with cells of 5 × 5 spins and cal-
culated using the method described in the previous section.
The results shown in Fig. 2 deliver the scaling dimension
∆W = 3.80(4). We here present a consistency test of this
value by analyzing the correlation function in the full (x, y)
distances space.
First, the reader may wonder why we chose such a large cell
of 5× 5 spins (or, equivalently 4× 4 plaquettes), Fig. 1(c), on
which the staircase operator is defined. In principle any l × l
cell with odd l ≥ 3 can be used, provided that the L × L lat-
tice can be completely tiled by cells with overlapping edges
(i.e., L is a multiple of l), so that the perturbed Hamiltonian
can be expressed in analogy with Eq. (2). A cell with even l
is less useful, because the odd number of rows and columns
of lattice links in such a cell implies that the cell-cell corre-
lation function will contain contributions from the VBS or-
der parameter, and the faster decaying contribution from the
staircase field then has to be extracted as a subleading con-
tribution. With odd l, the cells are balanced in positive and
negative contributions from the VBS order parameter and the
staircase contribution dominates the correlation function.
To demonstrate consistency of results obtained with differ-
ent l × l cells, we present results for l = 3, with the cell op-
erator defined as in Fig. 1(c) but with two rows and columns
removed. Results are shown in Fig. S8 along with the pre-
vious 5 × 5 cell data from Fig. 2. Here we can see that the
asymptotic decay form indeed is the same in both cases, but
the overall amplitude of the correlation function for the 3× 3
cell is smaller, and the relative errors are larger. The 5×5 cell
is therefore in practice a better choice.
Let us now look at the 5 × 5 cell correlations in the full
space of distances r = (x, y). In Fig. 2 results were shown at
the extremal distances r = (L/2, 0) and r = (L/2,−L/2),
the latter being equivalent to r = (L/2, L/2) on the periodic
lattices. The correlation function is negative at all these dis-
tances. There is, however, a strong directional dependence,
including sign changes, of the correlations away from the
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Figure S8. Staircase cell-cell correlations at distance r = L/2 with
the cell operator defined on a 3×3 lattice sites, compared with results
for the 5× 5 cell (same data as in Fig. S8). The lines have the same
slope; −2∆W = −3.80.
longest distances in the respective directions. Fig. S9 shows
results at all separations (x, y) with even x and y for the
L = 32 system. Here we can see that the correlations along
the (1, 1) direction are positive at short distances but change
signs as the longest distance is approached. The absolute val-
ues being very small and dominated by statistical errors at
long distances for large systems, we do not have data of suf-
ficient quality to examine the sign changes systematically, but
the behavior shown in Fig. S9 is qualitatively the same for all
the systems we have studied.
We also point out here that the cell-cell correlation func-
tions should formally be considered only at the distances cor-
responding to the tiling of the lattice as in Eq. (2), which in
this case means that x and y should both be multiples of 4.
However, we find that the correlations at all r = (x, y) with
even values of x and y form a common smooth function, and
we therefore use all these values in Fig. S9. For odd x and y
the signs switch relative to their neighboring points with even
x, y and we have not included these distances in our analysis.
Given the two large regions of different signs of the corre-
lation function in Fig. S9, it is important to study also an in-
tegrated correlation function, corresponding explicitly to the
scaling dimension of the entire operator sum W perturbing
the critical Hamiltonian in Eq. (2). From Fig. S9 it appears
clear that the negative weights will dominate at long distances,
and, therefore, the correlations studied so far should capture
the behavior also of the integrated correlation function. For
completeness, we nevertheless also analyze two kinds of inte-
grated correlators.
First, consider the distance space x, y ∈ {−L/2, . . . , L/2}
of the correlations as in Fig. S9 and define a square “frame” of
width one, located at distance R from the center (this distance
being defined in the x or y direction). Denoting the lattice
sites belonging to such a frame by FR, we define M(R) as
the sum of all correlations in the frame:
M(R) =
∑
r∈FR
CW (r). (S13)
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Figure S9. Correlations of the staircase cell operator defined on 5×
5 spins (illustrated in Fig. 1) in the full space of distances x, y ∈
{−L/2, . . . , L/2} (even values only) for the critical J-Q2 model
with L = 32. Shades of red and blue correspond to positive and
negative values, respectively, as indicated by the color bar.
In Fig. S10 we show results at the maximum distance R =
L/2 (where equivalent distances are only counted once).
Since the edge grows as L, we expect M(L/2) ∝ L1−2∆W ,
which indeed is satisfied with the value of ∆W determined
before.
The fully integrated correlator is difficult to analyze, be-
cause it is dominated by short-distance contributions, as seen
clearly as the dark red region at the center of Fig. (S9). To
circumvent this problem, we sum the frame quantities M(R)
only from R = L/4 to L/2, defining the quantity
I(L/4, L/2) =
L/2∑
R=L/4
M(R), (S14)
for which we expect I(L/4, L/2) ∝ L2−2∆W asymptotically.
As shown in Fig. S10, this behavior is indeed realized, and,
because of the larger number of terms, the relative statistical
errors are much smaller than in M(L/2).
5. Visualization of HVB order
Here we discuss the color scheme we have used in illus-
trations such as Fig. 3 of the local VBS angle and amplitude.
We also give some other examples, including a case with two
spinons and their confining string.
5-A. Color coding scheme for local VBS order
In order to properly visualize typical QMC configurations
(more precisely averages over short simulation segments) in
the HVB phase, as shown in the color bar in Fig. 3, we asso-
ciate the color hue with the angle φ ∈ [0, 2pi). To define the
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Figure S10. The critical 5 × 5 staircase correlation function inte-
grated over the largest square frame, M(R) defined in Eq. (S13),
with R = L/2, and the integrated correlation function over all dis-
tances starting from r = L/4, I(L/4, L/2) defined in Eq. (S14).
The lines have the expected slope (with ∆W = 1.90 determined in
Fig. 2) 1− 2∆W (red points) and 2− 2∆W (blue points).
.
angle, we have to perform coarse graining over some small
region of the lattice. We use the local VBS order parameter
defined in Eq. (3), for each lattice link combining two over-
lapping neighboring Tx terms and two Ty terms placed within
a 4 × 3 site cell (if the targeted central link is x-oriented)
or a 3 × 4 cell (for an y-oriented central link). The val-
ues (T¯x, T¯y) are then used to extract the local VBS angle for
the link in question. To represent these angles in the RGB
scheme, distinct colors red, blue, green, and yellow are as-
signed to the angles φ = 0, pi/2, pi, and 3pi/2 corresponding
to the four columnar VBS patterns. Angles in between those
values (which correspond to plaquette VBS order) were also
made to have relatively easily distinguishable colors; purple,
orange, yellow-green, and cyan. This design of the map can
be clearly seen in the color bar of Fig. 3. Technically, the
color code is a function (the details of which are unimportant)
c : [0, 2pi)→ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 255}3 from the angle φ to an RGB
value.
We furthermore adjust the brightness of the colors for all
the links to reflect how strongly correlated the two connected
spins are, i.e., we use the value of−〈Szi Szj 〉, which provides a
better microscopic representation of the bond pattern than the
coarse-grained amplitude extracted from (T¯x, T¯y). To do this
systematically, we first collect the strongest and weakest bond
correlation values and then rescale them so that their relative
strength x varies from 0 (weakest) to 1 (strongest). Now, we
introduce a brightness function f(x) : [0, 1] → [0, 1] and use
this as rescaling factor for the RGB values of each link. Thus,
the final color code can be described as f(x)c(φ) (rounded up
to integer RGB values).
The simplest brightness function is the linear identity func-
tion f(x) = x, but as we show in Fig. S11(b’) for the same
QMC configuration as in Fig. 3(a), this results in a rather pale
picture where the VBS patterns are somewhat blurred out. An-
Figure S11. Illustration of the brightness function f used in Fig. 3
along with two other options. The red color is used to show (a)
the nonlinear brightness scale in Fig. 3(a) as a function of relative
strength x, (b) the linear form f(x) = x, and (c) the power-law
cut-off function (S15) with xc = 0.57 and p = 17. The visualized
configurations marked (b’) and (c’) were constructed with f(x) as in
(b) and (c), respectively, and are from the same data as in Fig. 3.
other extreme would be to have a cut-off value xc and then set
f(x) =
{
xp
xp−1c
(x ≤ xc)
1− (1−x)p(1−xc)p−1 (x ≥ xc).
(S15)
This is a step function at xc in the p→∞ limit and a power-
law relaxation of a hard cut-off for finite p. In Fig. S11(c’),
we show the same HVB configuration as in Fig. 3(b) scaled
according to Eq. (S15) with p = 17 and xc = 0.57. While
the picture emphasizes the pattern very clearly, it also extin-
guishes many bonds, sometimes resulting in apparent “holes”
in the figure.
For Fig. 3, we combined the above two extremes so that the
strong bonds are brightly shown while weak bonds remain to
some extent. More precisely, we have replaced the first half
of Eq. (S15) with the identity f(x) = x, or equivalently, used
p = 1 and p = 17, for x ≤ xc and x ≥ xc, respectively, in
Eq. (S15), as illustrated with the curve drawn in Fig. S11.
The visualizations we present are constructed from the val-
ues of 〈Szi Szj 〉 averaged over several thousands of updating
sweeps in SSE simulations—2 × 104 in the case of Fig. 3.
There is of course a strong dependence here on exactly how
much averaging is performed. A true snapshot of a z-basis
configuration corresponds to (T¯x, T¯y) evaluated in a single
spin state (at one “time slice”), but such a picture looks too
noisy to bring out the helical structure clearly (though some
hints of the striped structure can often still be discerned). We
show an example of such a snapshot in Fig. S12. In the other
extreme, if we sample a very large number of statistically in-
dependent configurations (as in precise calculations of expec-
tation values), the resulting picture would be uniform (with
the staircase pattern visible when h > 0 in our model) due to
the translational invariance of the lattice.
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Figure S12. Visualization of a single z-basis measurement of the
HVB phase at h = 1, g = 0.25 for an L = 64 system. The prob-
ability of having exactly zero amplitude of the T order parameter is
relatively large when no averaging is performed. In such cases the
local angle φ is ill-defined, and we associate gray bonds to those.
The fact that several thousands of QMC sweeps yields a
reasonably sharp picture of helical order reflects the diverging
QMC relaxation time of the HVB phase as L grows. Such av-
eraged configurations should not be interpreted as something
directly physically observable by a single projective measure-
ment, but rather atheoretical/numerical object for our intuitive
and visual understanding of the HVB phase.
5-B. Additional visualizations
Here we present several interesting configurations to further
illustrate the nature of the HVB phase. For the visualizations
shown here we averaged over 5 × 103 SSE sweeps and used
the coding of the dimer amplitude in Fig. S11(a).
As we discussed briefly in the main paper, the HVB phase
mostly comprises states with winding wx = wy , but wx 6= wy
states appear in the regions where the diagonal winding num-
bers change due to avoided level crossings. In Fig. S13
we show examples of configurations with winding (1, 0) and
(2, 1). The winding number can be regarded as conserved
(i.e., the life time of the winding number is exceedingly long)
in systems sufficiently inside a segment of the HVB phase
with wx = wy (see also Ref. 46 for a demonstration of this
for excited domain-wall states in the standard J-Qmodel with
h = 0). At the boundary between two wx = wy winding sec-
tors, the winding numbers are not conserved, and the system
can tunnel between different sectors (though the characteristic
tunneling time can still be very long).
The tunneling mechanism involves a “vacuum fluctuation”,
where two defects are created and separate from each other.
At such defects, the four different VBS patterns meet—in
practice in a rather continuous way where the VBS angle
Figure S13. Visualization of HVB configurations with winding
wx 6= wy . (a) Winding (1, 0) at h = 0.5 and g = 0.35, and (b)
(1,2) at h = 0.25 and g = 0.25.
changes by ±2pi along a path encircling the defect. The de-
fect pair, a vortex and an anti-vortex, in effect experiences
a binding potential in the form of a string carrying wind-
ing in the region between the vortex and anti-vortex. In the
DQCP scenario, the vortex cores are associated with unpaired
S = 1/2 spin degrees of freedom. Such a spin along with its
dimer vortex is referred to as a spinon. Spinons have previ-
ously been visualized in disordered J-Q models, where ran-
dom couplings induce nucleation of pairs of localized vortices
[66]. In the system considered here, the spinons are mobile
and able to wrap around the periodic boundaries and annihi-
late each other, leaving behind the winding of the string and,
thus, changing the winding number.
In the standard h = 0 J-Q model without disorder, it is dif-
ficult to observe the spinons directly in the ground state, be-
cause the bound pair is typically small deep inside the VBS
phase and when approaching the DQCP the spinons them-
selves grow and become difficult to distinguish from the fluc-
tuating VBS background. Some information has been gleaned
from just studying the spin degrees of freedom in excited S =
1 states [67]. In the HVB phase, in the regions where several
winding numbers coexist and fluctuate among each other, we
have found configurations with clearly visible spinon pairs.
An example is shown in Fig. S14. The two spinons are here
separated approximately at the farthest distance on the torus,
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Figure S14. An L = 96 two-spinon configuration in the HVB phase
at h = 1 and g = 0.095, in the transitional region between the VBS
and the (1, 1) HVB. The color scale is the same as in Fig. S13.
making the configuration very stable, surviving for more than
105 SSE updating sweeps. It appears that the ground state
of this system may even be dominated by configurations with
two spinons, which can be regarded as transitional states be-
tween winding number (0, 0) and either (1, 0), (0, 1), or (1, 1)
(or, in principle, even higher winding).
6. Size dependent order parameters and phase boundaries
Here we present additional results for the order parameters
computed with different lattice sizes and h values, comple-
menting the results in Fig. 5 in the main paper. We also discuss
how we have located the phase boundaries, and some aspects
of finite-size scaling governed by the dynamic exponent.
6-A. Order parameters
In the main paper, in Fig. 5 we showed results for sev-
eral HVB winding order parameters as well as the AFM or-
der parameter for lattice size L = 96. To show the depen-
dence of these quantities on the system size, in Figs. S15(a)-
(e) we show results also for several smaller systems, and for
L = 96 we have included more points in the neighborhood
of the VBS–HVB transition. Here we can see clearly how
increasing L can accomodate gradually higher winding num-
bers. We also see consistently that the degenerate (1, 0) and
(0, 1) winding states follow directly after the conventional
VBS order with (0, 0) winding, before the (1, 1) states. All
other order parameters shown in Fig. S15 are for wx = wy ,
but, as we discussed in the preceding section, winding with
wx 6= wy appears in the transitional states between the dif-
ferent wx = wy sectors in the narrow regions where all the
order parameters graphed in Figs. S15(a)-(e) are very close to
zero. Such transitional winding states, where the winding is
not fully conserved, are similar to those with (1, 0) and (0, 1)
winding between the (0, 0) and (1, 1) states.
In Figs. S15(a)-(e) we can also observe how the overall
smooth curves for L = 32 become increasingly jagged close
to the points between different winding sectors, reflecting the
first-order nature (avoided level crossings) of these “micro
transitions” within the HVB phase. These level crossings
are associated with difficulties of the simulations to sample
to ground state with co-existing winding numbers.
The avoided level crossings can be further confirmed by
examining the derivative dE/dg of the ground state energy,
which should exhibit finite-size rounded jumps. Figs. S15(f)-
(j) show derivatives for the same system sizes as in the or-
der parameter graphs Figs. S15(a)-(e). Rapid changes in the
derivatives can be observed in the region where the (0, 0)
winding VBS states undergo transitions into the HVB phase,
and some of the other micro transitions within the HVB phase
also have noticeable changes in the derivatives. For the larger
systems the data are too noisy to detect unambiguous shifts,
however, which again relates to difficulties in sampling the
system close to avoided level crossings.
Next, in Fig. S16 we present results for different values of
the staircase strength h. We only show results for L = 96,
as the smaller sizes exhibit systematic changes very similar
to the h = 1 results in Fig. S15. Here the results follow the
expectation that larger h induces higher winding. While at
h = 1 the highest winding realized in the L = 96 system is
wx = wy = 3, at h = 0.75 and 0.5 the maximum value is 2,
and at h = 0.25 it is 1. For all values of h, we observe (1, 0)
and (0, 1) winding between (0, 0) and (1, 1).
6-B. Phase diagram
To construct the phase diagram of the model, we first need
proper finite-size estimates of the VBS–HVB and HVB–AFM
transition points for different h values. In Fig. S17 we show
examples of two quantities often used to locate AFM tran-
sitions; the spin stiffness ρs in Fig. S17(a) and the Binder
cumulant Uz (of the z component of the sublattice magneti-
zation) in Fig. S17(b). In the spatially anisotroopic staircase
system, there are two independent stiffness constants, and dif-
ferent combinations of them can be defined. We here present
results for the stiffness corresponding to a phase twist along
the diagonal (x, x) direction.
The spin stiffness is expected to scale as L−z at a quantum
critical point, where z is the dynamic exponent. At a DQCP
we should have z = 1, and in Fig. S17(a) we have therefore
multiplied the QMC results for ρs by L in order for the curves
for different L to asymptotically cross each other at the criti-
cal point. The Binder cumulant is already dimensionless and
does not require any further scaling. In Fig. S17(c) we show
two Binder cumulants for the L = 96 system; in addition
to the AFM cumulant Uz we also consider the cumulant of
the HVB order parameter in the highest winding sector that
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Figure S15. (a)-(e) Squared order parameters for several system sizes versus g. (f)-(j) Energy derivatives computed in two different ways—by
a direct QMC estimator and by numerical derivatives (local slope computed with two adjacent E values) of the computed energies on the
discrete g grid—for the same set of system sizes. The large fluctuations in some cases are due to metastability and long tunneling times
between winding sectors in regions of the avoided level crossings.
is realized at the transition into the AFM state. The crossing
point between the VBS and AFM cumulants has previously
been shown to perform well at the DQCP [26] and we use
this method here with the HVB and AFM cumulants to define
finite-size HVB–AFM transition points. Though we do not
have data on a very dense grid of g values and only perform
linear interpolations, we can still extract the crossing points to
sufficient precision for our purposes here. We show results for
crossing points versus the inverse system size in Fig. S18 for
all the h values studied.
In the case of the VBS–HVB transition, the avoided level
crossings and superposition of different winding numbers in
the transition region cause problems with meta-stability in the
simulations, as seen in the large fluctuations in some of the
data in Figs. S15 and S16. As we have pointed out, the (1, 0)
and (0, 1) winding states appear at the transition between the
(0, 0) and (1, 1) sectors. We therefore use the window where
this order parameter is peaked as a valid finite-size definition
of the location of the VBS transition. Results are shown versus
1/L in Fig. S18.
Ideally we would like to extrapolate the finite-size VBS–
HVB and HVB–AFM transition points to the thermodynamic
limit. However, while the points defining the HVB–AFM
transitions are rather well-behaved and converge to the ther-
modynamic with only small finite-size corrections, the VBS–
HVB point show more substantial L dependence and also
have much larger error bars. Though it appears clear that the
data sets for all h ≤ 1 will converge to gc(h) > 0, it is dif-
ficult to extrapolate the values in a fully quantitative manner.
Therefore, we chose to present the phase diagram in Fig. 6
only based on the data for the largest system size, L = 96.
It is clear from Fig. S18 that the HVB–AFM boundary for
h ∈ [0.25, 1] is already close to the thermodynamic limit,
while the VBS–HVB boundary will still shift to somewhat
smaller g values as L → ∞. Here we also note that stud-
ies of the HVB phase in the range h ∈ (0, 1/4) are difficult,
because of the large system sizes required to realize winding
in this regime, as the maximum winding wavevector k∗max (at
the HVB–AFM boundary) decreases with decreasing h.
We still comment on Figs. S17(a,b). First, the results for
L = 80 exhibits a shoulder for g below the critical value (the
crossing points) that is not seen for L = 64 and 96. This fea-
ture can be traced to a very small (barely visible) maximum of
the winding (3, 3) order parameter in this region for L = 80,
seen in Fig. S15(d). In contrast, for L = 64 and L = 96
the order parameter of the winding sector at the phase tran-
sition is more substantially developed. Here we note that the
spacing of different winding sectors within the HVB phase
should be ∆g ∝ L−1 if the sectors occupy roughly equal g
windows. Even if the windows shrink slightly with increasing
winding, as appears to be the case from Figs. S15(a-e), the
spacing should still be safely larger than the size of the critical
window, δ ∝ L1/ν . Though we have not yet calculated ν for
the HVB–AFM transition, we note that 1/ν ≈ 2.20 at h = 0
[36]. Thus, a continuous transition between the HVB in its
last winding number sector and the AFM should be amenable
to standard finite-size scaling methods.
6-C. Dynamic critical exponent
One important aspect of the DQCP is the dynamic exponent
z = 1 (emergent Lorentz invariance) [1]. In Fig. S17(b), LρS
appears to be size independent at the crossing point, in support
of a continuous z = 1 transition. It should be noted, how-
ever, that Lρs exhibits anomalous scaling in the J-Q model
at h = 0 [16, 17, 21, 24], with an apparent exponent z 6= 1.
The results cannot be explained by just a different value of z,
as some quantities would demand z < 1 and some z > 1.
Instead, it has been proposed that the behavior reflects an ul-
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Figure S16. Squared order parameters vs g for systems with h =
0.25, 0.5, and 0.75. The system size if L = 96, and the correspond-
ing results for h = 1 are shown in Fig. S15(e).
timately weakly first-order transition [16, 17, 21, 30, 33, 34],
or that that the transition is continuous but violates standard
expectations for the finite-size scaling of the order parameters
[24, 36]. Interestingly, our results presented in Fig. S17(b) do
not show any apparently anomalous behaviors of Lρs, but we
still do not have enough data to carry out a careful analysis
and draw firm conclusions in this regard. In light of our find-
ing here that the h = 0 DQCP is a special multi-critical point,
it is possible that the HVB-AFM transitions constitute a line
of generalized DQCPs without anomalous scaling. We plan to
address this interesting possibility in future work.
7. Correlation functions
Here we show additional correlation function results for the
h = 1 system both inside the HVB phase and at the HVB–
AFM transition. Critical correlation functions often show dif-
ferent behaviors for even and odd distances, due to the pres-
ence of uniform and oscillating contributions governed by dif-
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Figure S17. Quantities used to analyze the HVB–AFM transition by
curve-crossing techniques versus g: (a) The spin stiffness multiplied
by L. (b) The AFM Binder cumulant for three different system sizes.
(c) The AFM Binder cumulant and the cumulant of the HVB order
parameter at winding number (3, 3) for L = 96. The dashed lines
show the estimated critical point based on the curve crossings.
ferent deay exponents, as we have also discussed above in
Sec. 2. In the main paper, in Fig. 4 we showed results for
spin and dimer correlations at distances r = (x,±x) for even
x inside the HVB phase. Here we will also consider the odd-
x branch, which behaves differently close to the HVB–AFM
transition.
First, we consider two points inside the HVB phase at
h = 0, with g = 0.25 and 0.30. In Fig. 4 we showed re-
sults inside the HVB phase at g = 0.25 for L = 128, while
here we use L = 64 and focus on the correlations in the (x, x)
direction. In Fig. S19(a), the results for even x are very simi-
lar to those for the larger system, and we note that there are no
discernible even-odd oscillations. Some differences between
even and odd x become visible when moving to g = 0.30,
shown in Fig. S19(b).
In Fig. S20 we show L = 128 correlation functions for
three values of g close to the HVB–AFM transition. Here
again we do not include the results along the (x,−x) direc-
tion, which have no visible even-odd effects. In the diretion
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Figure S19. Spin (CS) and dimer (CT ) correlation functions in L =
64 systems at h = 1 with g = 0.25 in (a) and 0.30 in (b). The dimer
correlations are defined with with the Tx operator in Eq. (3).
(x, x), a separation of the dimer correlations into even and
odd branches is very apparent, however, while the spin corre-
lations show no such effects. From the overall changes in both
the spin and dimer correlations as g is increased in the neigh-
borhood of g = 0.34, it appears that the HVB–AFM transition
point should be gc(h = 1) ≈ 0.3415, Fig. S20(b). This crit-
ical value also agrees well with the estimates based on curve
crossings in the preceding section. The spin correlations and
the odd-x dimer correlations exhibit reasonably good power-
law decays, with decay exponents in good agreement with
the best estimates at the conventional DQCP; −2∆AFM ≈
−2∆VBS ≈ 1.26 [28]—see also Sec. 2 above, where we pre-
sented plaquette-operator correlation functions exhibiting the
same decay in Fig. S2. The fact that we observe the same
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Figure S20. The same correlation functions as in Fig. S19 for L =
128 systems with h = 1 and g = 0.3410 in (a), g = 0.3415 in (b),
and g = 0.3420 in (c). The case in (b) should be the closest to the
critical point gc. The solid lines all have slope−1.26, corresponding
to the (approximately) known values [28] of the scaling dimensions
of the order parameters at the conventional DQCP. The open black
circles show −1 times the negative values of the odd-x CT branch.
decay of the correlations as at the DQCP at h = 0 clearly
suggests that the line of HVB–AFM transitions at h > 0 also
should be described by the same field theory.
As already also discussed in Sec. 2, power-law decays of
the correlation functions of the order parameters can only be
observed within a rather narrow window of 1 x L/2. In
the present case, anomalous behaviors can be observed where
the even- and odd-x branches of CT diverge from each other
even though we do not expect different critical exponents,
with the results for even x turning slighly up and those for
odd x beoming very small and eventually changing signs for
the longest distances. We currently do not have any explana-
tion for these intriguing differences between the even and odd
branches, but they should be related to the periodic bound-
ary conditions, which normally enhance the correlations at
the longest distances, as in the case of CS in Fig. S20, but
may in some cases have the opposite effect. The behaviors
are also most likely related to the fact that different winding
numbers start to mix significantly in the neighborhood of the
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Figure S21. Depictions of different valence-bond patterns, where
the ovals represent valence bonds, and different colors correspond
to the four different columnar angles as in the actual visualizations
(Sec. 3). (a) Columnar VBS pattern. (b) Staggered VBS pattern.
(c) Maximally winding (tilted) HVB pattern. (d) HVB pattern with
width-3 winding. (e) HVB pattern with width-4 winding. (f) HVB
pattern with domain walls of the plaquette VBS type.
phase transition (where the conservation of the winding num-
bers also should break down [46]), and this includes winding
sectors with wx 6= wy . Thus, there are some components
of the wave function with long-wavelength helicity that can
account for modulation of the correlation functions, though
the reason for the stark differences for even and odd x are
presently unclear.
8. Microscopic origin of the winding
As we describe in the main text, the HVB phase does not
have (and therefore does not break) chiral Z2 symmetry of the
winding. This may appear counterintuitive, since the Hamil-
tonian has reflection symmetry with respect to the diagonal
(1, 1) axis. However, the VBS order (a given pattern) is not
invariant under such a reflection, and the overall chirality of
the winding is therefore fixed and reflected in the fact that the
winding numbers wx and wy are only positive with our defi-
nitions in the main paper. We can also understand the micro-
scopic mechanisms causing finite winding in the HVB phase
and the lack of chiral symmetry breaking within a dimer-like
picture, as we outline in this section.
For simplicity we fix h = 1. At g = 0, the Hamiltonian
Eq. (2) then has no staircase pattern because g = J/(J + Q)
and J is the overall amplitude of the exchange terms. We
also know that this system has VBS order, since it is just the
standard Q3 model [14, 19] and the Q3 term is naturally a
valence-bond inducing interaction that favors the columnar
dimer pattern illustrated schematically (without fluctuations)
in Fig. S21(a).
The dimer-inducing effect of theQ3 term must remain even
when the stair-case modulation of J is turned on, because
the Z4 symmetry is initially preserved, as discussed above in
Sec. 3. With h = 1, alternating staircase (zig-zag) shaped
chains have internal couplings 2J and 0. Consider the limit
when J is large and for the moment neglect the fact that the
system AFM orders. The system can be regarded as a set of
weakly coupled zig-zag chains, and to minimize the energy
the dimers (singlets) should cover those chains as much as
possible. This results in dimers forming on every other bond
of the zig-zag chains (as in the Heisenberg chains with frus-
trating interactions, which has a VBS ground state). There are
two ways of arranging the dimers in this way, which in the
staircase geometry correspond to all horizontal (even) or all
of vertical (odd) bonds. In the presence of the Q3 terms, in
general adjacent zig-zag chains must be energetically favored
to either have in-phase or out-of-phase dimer coverings. For
the in-phase case, the resulting state is depicted in Fig. S21(b),
which is conventionally called the staggered VBS. The result-
ing out-of-phase configuration is depicted Fig. S21(c). Note
that Figs. S21(b) and (c) are both degenerate ground states of
the quantum dimer model in the staggered limit when viewed
as dimer configurations.
If we carefully observe Fig. S21(c) and focus on one color
of the valence bonds, we can see that they actually form a very
thin (and sparse) strip in the diagonal direction, and this can
be regarded as a maximally winding HVB state. This kind of
maximal winding is very well known in the context of quan-
tum dimer models, which when mapped to the height model
[68] is the state of maximum tilt. In the work on Cantor de-
confinement in quantum dimer models by Fradkin et al. [53],
the maximally tilted state was taken as the staggered configu-
ration with the same orientation of all dimers, Fig. S21(b), be-
cause in their setting it was assumed that winding takes places
in either the x or y direction only. The geometry of the square
lattice then allows a maximal pi rotation per single lattice spac-
ing and this results in the conventional staggered configura-
tion. In our case, the staircase perturbation induces diagonal
winding (tilt) but the square lattice does not have a well-fitting
pattern of pi rotation in the diagonal direction, but it does ac-
commodate the pi/2 shift corresponding to Fig. S21(c).
The conventional staggered VBS pattern in Fig. S21(b) has
no columnar order at all to satisfy the Q3 terms, and if the re-
gions of “blue” and “yellow” dimers are expanded to accom-
modate some of the “columnar desires” of the Q3 terms, en-
ergetically expensive pi domain walls must form. In contrast,
the maximally winding diagonal HVB state in Fig. S21(c) can
be modified to host thicker stripes with less expensive pi/2 do-
main walls between the stripes, and must be favored over the
pattern in Fig. S21(b) for this reason. Examples of widened
strips of width three and four dimers are shown Fig. S21(d,e).
There are several aspects of Fig. S21(d) that deserves care-
ful consideration as an approximation to the ground state of
our model. First, let us make some simplistic but useful en-
ergy arguments that will explain the origin of winding. The
fraction of the 2J bonds that are satisfied by having a valence
bond is 1/4 for (a), 1/2 for (c), and 1/3 for (d). The fraction
of Q3 terms that are completely satisfied in each state is 1/4
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for (a), 0 for (c), and 1/6 for (d). At least qualitatively, we
can say that (a) satisfies the Q3 terms the most while ignoring
the J terms, (c) does the complete opposite of satisfying the J
terms as much as possible while ignoring Q3, and (d) can be
seen as an energetically favored compromise between them.
This schematic argument shows that it is natural that, as we
increase g in the Hamiltonian (i.e., increasing J or decreasing
Q), the ground state changes from the VBS phase (a) to the
HVB phase with suvvessively higher winding. In principle, it
should be possible to reconstruct the phase diagram of differ-
ent winding numbers with quantum or classical dimer models,
but we will leave such a calculation for future work. In the ac-
tual Hamiltonian, the winding never reaches the extreme case
depicted in Fig. S21(c), but undergoes the transition into the
non-dimerized AFM phase at some maximal winding wave-
vector kmax as we have discussed in the main paper.
Looking a bit more carefully at details of the dimer patterns,
we note that simplified depictions of widened stripes such as
those in Fig. S21(c,d,e) should have odd widths of the stripe,
as the width-one case in (c) and width-three in (d), in order
to be realistic. For even width, as depicted in Fig. S21(e), the
two adjacent VBS states on either sides of a single stripe (say,
blue) become the same one (red), making a stripe pattern con-
sisting of two colors rather than four. This would result in an
instability of the state; whenever two red VBS patterns touch
each other due to quantum fluctuation those stripes will merge
and eventually the blue region will be eliminated. Moreover,
we can also see that such even-width states are energetically
unfavorable. If we change the stripe width from 4 to 5, not
only does that result in satisfying more Q3 terms, but also
more J terms. This is because when the width is odd, a single
layer of the stripe can match the two edge bonds with the J
preferred bonds. This could be seen as another reason why the
chirality is always fixed from the outset: if we try to select ad-
jacent VBS states to match the strong J bonds, it will always
result in the same chirality (and odd widths).
Going further toward the actual HVB state observed in our
simulations, we should keep in mind that the true state also
has a domain wall between the different columnar-ordered
VBS stripes. These domain walls are essentially plaquette
VBS ordered, as shown in Fig. S21(f). The plaquette stripes
have even width in both directions and can be inserted without
changing the above argument about the fixed chirality. There
are four different plaquette VBS states, corresponding to the
four different domain walls, which can be seen as a compro-
mise of both (columnar) VBS orderings. In the next section,
we will show evidence that the plaquette domain walls ac-
tually smoothly connect to the columnar stripes in continu-
ous rotation of the VBS angle, in analogy with the emergent
U(1) symmetry associated with fluctuation-thickening of do-
main walls within the DQCP scenario [38].
We should note that the discussion here has been framed
for commensurate HVB order. It is possible that the observed
HVB phase in the staircase J-Q model also hosts incommen-
surate helical order, which also would be induced by the same
winding (or tilt) mechanism discussed above. It is beyond the
scope of this paper to determine whether indeed incommen-
surate order appears, but in the future we plan address this
question by also studying systems with other, non-periodic
boundary conditions.
As a conclusion for this section, by considering the dimer
configurations maximally satisfying the Q3 terms (columnar
VBS) on the one hand and on the other hand a different dimer
configuration maximally satisfying the J terms (maximum
winding HVB state), we have argued that there is a natural
interpolation between these cases that gives a qualitatively un-
derstanding of why the winding increases with g in the HVB
phase. In the simplest dimer model description with analo-
gous Q3 and J terms, only a direct VBS to maximal-winding
HVB transition takes place, with no intermediate windings.
This difference with respect to the staircase J-Q model is not
surprising, considering the fact that we were only using static,
ideal configurations. In reality, there are of course fluctua-
tions, including longer valence bonds, and it may be possi-
ble to take these aspects of the HVB phase into account in
a tilted quantum dimer model similar to that of Fradkin et
al. [53]. However, it should be noted that he AFM aspect of
the problem is neglected in that approach, and a complete de-
scription of the HVB phase and its quantum phase transition
into the AFM phase is beyond that description. A generaliza-
tion of the DQCP approach [1] will be required to develop a
full understanding of the problem, and our results presented
here will serve as guides to formulating the appropriate field-
theory with spinons and gauge fluctuations originating from
the winding HVB phase. In that regard, the applicable sym-
metries of the HVB phase are important and in the next section
we discuss a possible emergent U(1) symmetry.
9. Emergent U(1) symmetry in the HVB phase
In the standard J-Q model, emergent U(1) symmetry has
been detected in the near-critical VBS phase and at the DQCP,
using order parameter distributions P (Dx, Dy) such as those
discussed in Sec. 1 above [13, 14, 16, 19]. The distributions
are essentially circular-symmetric for system sizes up to a
length scale ξ′  ξ (with ξ being the standard correlation
length) governed by a dangerously irrelevant clock perturba-
tion [58–61] that in the field theory languages corresponds to
the presence of quadrupled monopoles [1]. Here we will in-
vestigate order parameter distributions in the HVB phase.
In the conventional VBS phase, the distribution of the
(Dx, Dy) order parameter evaluated on the full L × L lat-
tice can be used to test the symmetry. This method cannot
be used with the HVB parameter defined in Eq. (4) (or simi-
lar definitions), however, because spatially translating a given
QMC configuration will result in a phase change. Therefore,
an ergodic simulation running long enough to restore trans-
lational symmetry in the HVB phase will artificially produce
a histogram with a large number of clock angles. When also
broadened by fluctuations, for a large system the histogram
should then always be ring-shaped, even in cases where the
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Figure S22. Order parameter distributions Pl(Dx, Dy) for an L = 64 system at h = 1, g = 0.25, where the system is in the HVB phase with
winding number (1, 1). Square cells are used in (a)-(d) and strip cells in (e)-(h), with l = 3, 5, 7, 9 in both cases as indicated above the four
columns. The scale used for the horizontal and vertical axes are relative to the maximum value of Dx and Dy in an ideal VBS cell.
local dimer order favors certain directions (e.g., if the stripes
have order predominantly at the four clock angles).
We here study distributions of local VBS order parame-
ters defined without phases. We simply use a definition of
(Dx, Dy) as in Eq. (S12), but sum over only a lattice cell
much smaller than the system size. In order to observe a puta-
tive emergent symmetry, the cell size l must be much smaller
than the system size L, and ideally l should also be much
smaller than the wavelength of the HVB order. Then, if both
l and L are taken to infinity at fixed winding number while
keeping l  L, the distribution should correctly reflect the
symmetry of the local VBS order.
We here consider two types of cells: i) of size l × l lattice
sites, i.e., (l−1)2 plaquettes, with l odd, and ii) in the form of a
strip along the (1, 1) diagonal direction, with l (odd) defining
the thicknes of the strip in the (1, 0) direction [i.e., the total
number of plaquettes on the periodic lattice is L(l − 1)]. We
investigate distributions Pl(Dx, Dy) for several cases of l less
than the system size, using L = 64. Results for both types of
cells are shown in Fig. S22.
For small square cells, the number of possible values of
Dx and Dy is small, and this is reflected in the large pixels
in Figs. S22(a,b), where Dx = Dy = 0 is also seen to be
the most frequently occurring value. Starting from l = 7,
Fig. S22(c), the histogram develops a circular shape, and with
l = 9, Fig. S22(d), a ring shape with a shallow local minimum
at (0, 0) has formed (at about 94% of the maximum probabil-
ity density, barely visible on the color scale). In an ordered
dimer phase with U(1) symmetry we would indeed expect the
ring shape, regardless of the wavelength of the HVB order as
long as l is less than (or at least not much larger) than the
wavelength. The radius of the circle corresponds to the ampli-
tude of the local VBS order.
The ring shape is more clearly visible for the strip cells,
Figs. S22(e-h), since the total size of the strip for given l is
much larger than the l2 cell. Note that the strip is defined in
the direction along the stripes in the HVB phase, so that the
VBS angle has a finite mean value along the entire strip. For
all four strip widths, the ring shape is very pronounced, and
it should be noted that the “doughnut hole” in the center is
growing with l while the thickness of the ring is decreasing.
These are distinct signatures that are difficult to explain unless
the HVB phase truly develops U(1) symmetry of the coarse-
grained order parameter.
In summary, the results presented here are strongly sug-
gestive of emergent U(1) symmetry of the helical order, not
only close to the transition into the AFM phase but in the
entire HVB phase. The test discussed above was for a sys-
tem with winding number (1, 1), while the transition into the
AFM phase for the L = 64 system at h = 1 takes place from
the (2, 2) winding sector, as seen in Fig. S15(b). Moreover,
as seen in the same figure, the magnitude of the HVB order
parameter here is rather large, not much smaller than that of
the VBS order parameter before the transition into the (1, 1)
winding state. In the VBS phase, we observed in Sec. 1-A
that there is no emergent U(1) symmetry, exactly because the
system has strong VBS order and is far from the DQCP in the
neighborhood of which the emergent U(1) symmetry forms.
To definitely confirm emergent U(1) symmetry in the HVB
phase, it would still be useful to study larger system sizes, so
that the requirement l  L can be satisfied more stringently
than was possible here, especially with the square cells.
